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Abstract
The genetic algorithm with conditional genetic operators (CGA) is a variant
of GA motivated by the idea of selective breeding in evolutionary biology. In
the CGA model, di®ering from the conventional genetic algorithm with ¯xed
probabilities of crossover and mutation, crossover and mutation behaviors are
performed by di®erence-degree between chromosomes, and thus the probabilities
of crossover and mutation are adjustable in optimization process. The CGA
model originally proposed to solve the combinatorial optimization problems which
can be coded using binary string. In this thesis, the CGA is extended to solve
integer-coded and real-coded problems.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the research back-
ground. The features of the CGA model are analyzed, and a selection scheme is
proposed for the CGA model in Chapter 2. The CGA model with the proposed
selection scheme is veri¯ed by simulating the bipartite subgraph problems. The
simulation results show that the CGA model with the proposed selection scheme
has a good performance for solving the bipartite subgraph problems. Besides,
the simulation results show that a selection scheme with relative high pressure
for the CGA model does not result in prematurely converging, but strengthen
the exploit ability in local search space.
In Chapter 3, the CGA model with the proposed selection scheme is applied
to solve the minimum graph bisection problem and m-way graph partitioning
problem. To evaluate the proposed CGA model for these graph partitioning
problems, the other optimization methods such as neural network based algo-
rithms, heuristic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm and some other GAs
are employed to compare. A large number of simulations show that: (1) the pa-
rameters in the proposed algorithm have little in°uence on the performance: (2)
ii
the proposed method could balance global and local search ability by using the
parameter called cooling ratio; (3)Solutions found by the proposed CGA model
are superior to its competitors for solving tested graph partitioning problems.
In Chapter 4, a new computation method of the di®erence-degree for real-
coded chromosomes is proposed to extend the CGA model to solve the real-
coded problems. To evaluate the proposed real-coded CGA (rc-CGA) model,
two crossover operators (BLX-α crossover and UNDX crossover) in conjunc-
tion with a mutation operator (Non-Uniform Mutation) are applied to the
rc-CGA. Two new real-coded genetic algorithms (rc-CGA+BLX+NUM and
rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM) are de¯ned for the real-parameter optimization, and
compared with ¯ve other genetic algorithms (MMG+BLX, MMG+UNDX,
MMG+SPX, SGA+LX-NUM and JGG+REX). A set of 19 test problems avail-
able in the global optimization literature is used to evaluate the performance
of these genetic algorithms. The simulation results show that rc-CGA is very
e±cient for the real-coded genetic algorithm, and the rc-CGA+BLX+NUM per-
forms quite well and outperforms other real-coded genetic algorithms.
In Chapter 5, a new crossover operator with Laplace distribution following
a few promising descent directions (FPDD-LX) and neighbor search mechanism
(rc-CGA- NSM) are designed for rc-CGA model. A real-coded genetic algorithm
(rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX) is built and tested using 31 benchmark functions
and compared with other real-coded genetic algorithms. Comparison results show
that the rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX has excellent performance for real parameters
optimization and outperforms its competitors, especially for solving the function
problem with strong dependence among variables and mutli-model problem.
The conclusions and future research are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 A Brief History of GAs
In the 1859, a British naturalist named Charles Darwin published a book that
would change the way humans view the world. In this book, The Origin of
Species, Darwin proposed that humans, and in fact all creatures, were not put
on this planet by God and made unchanging, but rather that they evolved from
other creatures. Over time, creatures change to adapt to their environment to
survive and thrive.
One of the most striking examples of this is the Galapagos Islands [1]. Located
in the Paci¯c Ocean, o® the coast of Ecuador, this series of islands is one of the
most prominent examples of evolution and adaptation. The island contains many
species not found anywhere else on the planet, including several species of birds
that share many characteristics; too many for it to be a coincidence. It is believed
that many birds were blown to the islands by winds and were unable to get back.
Over time, the birds spread throughout the islands and began to change to better
survive in the di®ering environments of the islands. Some birds developed large,
strong beaks suited to cracking nuts, others long, narrow beaks more suitable for
digging bugs out of wood. The birds that had these characteristics when blown
to the island survived longer than other birds. This allowed them to reproduce
more and therefore have more o®spring that also had this unique characteristic.
Those without the characteristic gradually died out from starvation. Eventually
all of the birds had a type of beak that helped it survive on its island. This is
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the process of natural selection and evolution. The individuals themselves do not
change, but those that survive better, or have a higher ¯tness, will survive longer
and produce more o®spring. This continues to happen, with the individuals
becoming more suited to their environment every generation.
Mimicing the above biological evolution, some inspired computer scientists
(one of the most prominent being John Holland) create a new programming
technique as a problem-solving strategy, which is called genetic algorithms (or
GA for short). Given a speci¯c problem to solve, the input to the GA is a
set of potential solutions to that problem, encoded in some fashion, and a metric
called a ¯tness function that allows each candidate to be quantitatively evaluated.
These candidates may be solutions already known to work, with the aim of the
GA being to improve them, but more often they are generated at random [1].
The earliest instances of what might today be called genetic algorithms ap-
peared in the late 1950s and early 1960s, programmed on computers by evolution-
ary biologists who were explicitly seeking to model aspects of natural evolution. It
did not occur to any of them that this strategy might be more generally applicable
to arti¯cial problems, but that recognition was not long in coming: \Evolution-
ary computation was de¯nitely in the air in the formative days of the electronic
computer" [2, p2]. By 1962, researchers such as G.E.P. Box, G.J. Friedman,
W.W. Bledsoe and H.J. Bremermann had all independently developed evolution-
inspired algorithms for function optimization and machine learning, but their
work attracted little followup. A more successful development in this area came
in 1965, when Ingo Rechenberg, then of the Technical University of Berlin, in-
troduced a technique he called evolution strategy, though it was more similar to
hill-climbers than to genetic algorithms. In this technique, there was no popula-
tion or crossover; one parent was mutated to produce one o®spring, and the better
of the two was kept and became the parent for the next round of mutation [3,
p.146]. Later versions introduced the idea of a population. Evolution strategies
are still employed today by engineers and scientists, especially in Germany.
The next important development in the ¯eld came in 1966, when L.J. Fogel,
A.J. Owens and M.J. Walsh introduced in America a technique they called evo-
lutionary programming. In this method, candidate solutions to problems were
represented as simple ¯nite-state machines; like Rechenberg's evolution strategy,
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their algorithm worked by randomly mutating one of these simulated machines
and keeping the better of the two [2, 4 ]. Also like evolution strategies, a broader
formulation of the evolutionary programming technique is still an area of ongoing
research today. However, what was still lacking in both these methodologies was
recognition of the importance of crossover.
As early as 1962, John Holland's work on adaptive systems laid the founda-
tion for later developments; most notably, Holland was also the ¯rst to explicitly
propose crossover and other recombination operators. However, the seminal work
in the ¯eld of genetic algorithms came in 1975, with the publication of the book
Adaptation in Natural and Arti¯cial Systems. Building on earlier research and
papers both by Holland himself and by colleagues at the University of Michi-
gan, this book was the ¯rst to systematically and rigorously present the concept
of adaptive digital systems using mutation, selection and crossover, simulating
processes of biological evolution, as a problem-solving strategy. The book also
attempted to put genetic algorithms on a ¯rm theoretical footing by introducing
the notion of schemata [2,3]. That same year, Kenneth De Jong's important
dissertation established the potential of GAs by showing that they could per-
form well on a wide variety of test functions, including noisy, discontinuous, and
multimodal search landscapes [4].
These foundational works established more widespread interest in evolution-
ary computation. By the early to mid-1980s, genetic algorithms were being ap-
plied to a broad range of subjects, from abstract mathematical problems like
bin-packing and graph coloring to tangible engineering issues such as pipeline
°ow control, pattern recognition and classi¯cation, and structural optimization
[4]. Today, evolutionary computation is a thriving ¯eld, and genetic algorithms
are \solving problems of everyday interest" [3] in areas of study as diverse as
stock market prediction and portfolio planning, aerospace engineering, microchip
design, biochemistry and molecular biology, and scheduling at airports and as-
sembly lines. The power of evolution has touched virtually any ¯eld one cares
to name, shaping the world around us invisibly in countless ways, and new uses
continue to be discovered as research is ongoing.
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1.2 The Strengths of GAs
As a popularity method solving complex problem, what are the strengths of GAs?
The ¯rst and most important point is that genetic algorithms are
intrinsically parallel.
Most other algorithms are serial and can only explore the solution space to a
problem in one direction at a time, and if the solution they discover turns out to
be suboptimal, there is nothing to do but abandon all work previously completed
and start over. However, since GAs have multiple o®spring, they can explore the
solution space in multiple directions at once. If one path turns out to be a dead
end, they can easily eliminate it and continue work on more promising avenues,
giving them a greater chance each run of ¯nding the optimal solution.
However, the advantage of parallelism goes beyond this. Consider the follow-
ing: All the 8-digit binary strings (strings of 0's and 1's) form a search space,
which can be represented as ******** (where the * stands for \either 0 or 1").
The string 01101010 is one member of this space. However, it is also a member of
the space 0*******, the space 01******, the space 0******0, the space 0*1*1*1*,
the space 01*01**0, and so on. By evaluating the ¯tness of this one particular
string, a genetic algorithm would be sampling each of these many spaces to which
it belongs. Over many such evaluations, it would build up an increasingly accu-
rate value for the average ¯tness of each of these spaces, each of which has many
members. Therefore, a GA that explicitly evaluates a small number of individu-
als is implicitly evaluating a much larger group of individuals. In the same way,
the GA can \home in" on the space with the highest-¯tness individuals and ¯nd
the overall best one from that group. In the context of evolutionary algorithms,
this is known as the Schema Theorem, and is the central advantage of a GA over
other problem-solving methods [3-5]. Due to the parallelism that allows them
to implicitly evaluate many schemas at once, genetic algorithms are particularly
well-suited to solving problems where the space of all potential solutions is truly
huge - too vast to search exhaustively in any reasonable amount of time.
Another notable strength of genetic algorithms is that they per-
form well in problems for which the ¯tness landscape is complex -
ones where the ¯tness function is discontinuous, noisy, changes over
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time, or has many local optima.
Most practical problems have a vast solution space, impossible to search ex-
haustively; the challenge then becomes how to avoid the local optima - solutions
that are better than all the others that are similar to them, but that are not as
good as di®erent ones elsewhere in the solution space. Many search algorithms
can become trapped by local optima: if they reach the top of a hill on the ¯tness
landscape, they will discover that no better solutions exist nearby and conclude
that they have reached the best one, even though higher peaks exist elsewhere
on the map.
Evolutionary algorithms, on the other hand, have proven to be e®ective at
escaping local optima and discovering the global optimum in even a very rugged
and complex ¯tness landscape. All four of a GA's major components - parallelism,
selection, mutation, and crossover - work together to accomplish this. In the
beginning, the GA generates a diverse initial population, casting a \net" over
the ¯tness landscape[6]. Small mutations enable each individual to explore its
immediate neighborhood, while selection focuses progress, guiding the algorithm's
o®spring uphill to more promising parts of the solution space [5]. Crossover is the
key element that distinguishes genetic algorithms from other methods such as hill-
climbers and simulated annealing. Without crossover, each individual solution is
on its own, exploring the search space in its immediate vicinity without reference
to what other individuals may have discovered. However, with crossover in place,
there is a transfer of information between successful candidates - individuals
can bene¯t from what others have learned, and schemata can be mixed and
combined, with the potential to produce an o®spring that has the strengths of
both its parents and the weaknesses of neither. This point is illustrated in [7],
where the authors discuss a problem of synthesizing a lowpass ¯lter using genetic
programming.
Another area in which genetic algorithms excel is their ability to
manipulate many parameters simultaneously [8].
Many real-world problems cannot be stated in terms of a single value to be
minimized or maximized, but must be expressed in terms of multiple objectives,
usually with tradeo®s involved: one can only be improved at the expense of
another. GAs are very good at solving such problems: in particular, their use of
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parallelism enables them to produce multiple equally good solutions to the same
problem, possibly with one candidate solution optimizing one parameter and
another candidate optimizing a di®erent one [3], and a human overseer can then
select one of these candidates to use. If a particular solution to a multiobjective
problem optimizes one parameter to a degree such that that parameter cannot
be further improved without causing a corresponding decrease in the quality of
some other parameter, that solution is called Pareto optimal or non-dominated
[9].
Finally, GAs know nothing about the problems they are deployed
to solve.
Instead of using previously known domain-speci¯c information to guide each
step and making changes with a speci¯c eye towards improvement, as human
designers do, they are \blind watchmakers" [10]; they make random changes to
their candidate solutions and then use the ¯tness function to determine whether
those changes produce an improvement.
The virtue of this technique is that it allows genetic algorithms to start out
with an open mind, so to speak. Since its decisions are based on randomness,
all possible search pathways are theoretically open to a GA; by contrast, any
problem-solving strategy that relies on prior knowledge must inevitably begin by
ruling out many pathways a priori, therefore missing any novel solutions that may
exist there [6]. Lacking preconceptions based on established beliefs of \how things
should be done" or what \couldn't possibly work", GAs do not have this prob-
lem. Similarly, any technique that relies on prior knowledge will break down when
such knowledge is not available, but again, GAs are not adversely a®ected by ig-
norance [3]. Through their components of parallelism, crossover and mutation,
they can range widely over the ¯tness landscape, exploring regions which intel-
ligently produced algorithms might have overlooked, and potentially uncovering
solutions of startling and unexpected creativity that might never have occurred
to human designers. One vivid illustration of this is the rediscovery, by genetic
programming, of the concept of negative feedback - a principle crucial to many
important electronic components today, but one that, when it was ¯rst discov-
ered, was denied a patent for nine years because the concept was so contrary to
established beliefs [6]. Evolutionary algorithms, of course, are neither aware nor
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concerned whether a solution runs counter to established beliefs - only whether
it works.
1.3 The Limitations of GAs
Although genetic algorithms have proven to be an e±cient and powerful problem-
solving strategy, they are not a panacea. GAs do have certain limitations.
The ¯rst and most important consideration in creating a genetic
algorithm is de¯ning a representation for the problem.
The language used to specify candidate solutions must be robust; i.e., it must
be able to tolerate random changes such that fatal errors or nonsense do not
consistently result. There are two main ways of achieving this. The ¯rst, which
is used by most genetic algorithms, is to de¯ne individuals as lists of numbers
- binary-valued, integer-valued, or real-valued - where each number represents
some aspect of a candidate solution. If the individuals are binary strings, 0 or
1 could stand for the absence or presence of a given feature. If they are lists of
numbers, these numbers could represent many di®erent things: the weights of
the links in a neural network, the order of the cities visited in a given tour, the
spatial placement of electronic components, the values fed into a controller, the
torsion angles of peptide bonds in a protein, and so on. Mutation then entails
changing these numbers, °ipping bits or adding or subtracting random values. In
this case, the actual program code does not change; the code is what manages the
simulation and keeps track of the individuals, evaluating their ¯tness and perhaps
ensuring that only values realistic and possible for the given problem result. In
another method, genetic programming, the actual program code does change. GP
represents individuals as executable trees of code that can be mutated by changing
or swapping subtrees. Both of these methods produce representations that are
robust against mutation and can represent many di®erent kinds of problems, and
as discussed in the section Some speci¯c examples, both have had considerable
success.
The problem of how to write the ¯tness function must be carefully
considered so that higher ¯tness is attainable and actually does equate
to a better solution for the given problem.
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If the ¯tness function is chosen poorly or de¯ned imprecisely, the genetic
algorithm may be unable to ¯nd a solution to the problem, or may end up solving
the wrong problem. This latter situation is sometimes described as the tendency
of a GA to \cheat", although in reality all that is happening is that the GA is
doing what it was told to do, not what its creators intended it to do.
The parameters of a GA must be also chosen with care.
In addition to making a good choice of ¯tness function, the other parameters
of a GA - the size of the population, the rate of mutation and crossover, the type
and strength of selection - must be also chosen with care. If the population size
is too small, the genetic algorithm may not explore enough of the solution space
to consistently ¯nd good solutions. If the rate of genetic change is too high or the
selection scheme is chosen poorly, bene¯cial schema may be disrupted and the
population may enter error catastrophe, changing too fast for selection to ever
bring about convergence. Living things do face similar di±culties. It is true that
if a population size falls too low, mutation rates are too high, or the selection
pressure is too strong (such a situation might be caused by drastic environmental
change), then the species may go extinct.
Genetic algorithms have di±culty dealing with are problems with
\deceptive" ¯tness functions.
One type of problem that genetic algorithms have di±culty dealing with are
problems with \deceptive" ¯tness functions [6], those where the locations of im-
proved points give misleading information about where the global optimum is
likely to be found. For example, imagine a problem where the search space con-
sisted of all eight-character binary strings, and the ¯tness of an individual was
directly proportional to the number of 1s in it - i.e., 00000001 would be less ¯t
than 00000011, which would be less ¯t than 00000111, and so on - with two ex-
ceptions: the string 11111111 turned out to have very low ¯tness, and the string
00000000 turned out to have very high ¯tness. In such a problem, a GA (as well
as most other algorithms) would be no more likely to ¯nd the global optimum
than random search.
One well-known problem that can occur with a GA is known as
premature convergence.
If an individual that is more ¯t than most of its competitors emerges early on
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in the course of the run, it may reproduce so abundantly that it drives down the
population's diversity too soon, leading the algorithm to converge on the local
optimum that that individual represents rather than searching the ¯tness land-
scape thoroughly enough to ¯nd the global optimum [2,7]. This is an especially
common problem in small populations, where even chance variations in reproduc-
tion rate may cause one genotype to become dominant over others. Premature
convergence does occur in nature (where it is called genetic drift by biologists).
This should not be surprising; as discussed above, evolution as a problem-solving
strategy is under no obligation to ¯nd the single best solution, merely one that
is good enough. However, premature convergence in nature is less common since
most bene¯cial mutations in living things produce only small, incremental ¯tness
improvements; mutations that produce such a large ¯tness gain as to give their
possessors dramatic reproductive advantage are rare.
1.4 Variants of GA
The simplest algorithm represents each chromosome as a bit string. Typically,
numeric parameters can be represented by integers, though it is possible to use
°oating point representations. The °oating point representation is natural to
evolution strategies and evolutionary programming. The notion of real-valued
genetic algorithms has been o®ered but is really a misnomer because it does
not really represent the building block theory that was proposed by Holland in
the 1970s. This theory is not without support though, based on theoretical and
experimental results. The basic algorithm performs crossover and mutation at
the bit level. Other variants treat the chromosome as a list of numbers which
are indexes into an instruction table, nodes in a linked list, hashes, objects, or
any other imaginable data structure. Crossover and mutation are performed so
as to respect data element boundaries. For most data types, speci¯c variation
operators can be designed. Di®erent chromosomal data types seem to work better
or worse for di®erent speci¯c problem domains.
When bit-string representations of integers are used, Gray coding is often em-
ployed. In this way, small changes in the integer can be readily a®ected through
mutations or crossovers. This has been found to help prevent premature conver-
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gence at so called Hamming walls, in which too many simultaneous mutations
(or crossover events) must occur in order to change the chromosome to a better
solution. Other approaches involve using arrays of real-valued numbers instead
of bit strings to represent chromosomes. Theoretically, the smaller the alphabet,
the better the performance, but paradoxically, good results have been obtained
from using real-valued chromosomes.
A very successful (slight) variant of the general process of constructing a new
population is to allow some of the better organisms from the current generation
to carry over to the next, unaltered. This strategy is known as elitist selection.
Parallel implementations of genetic algorithms come in two °avours. Coarse-
grained parallel genetic algorithms assume a population on each of the computer
nodes and migration of individuals among the nodes. Fine-grained parallel ge-
netic algorithms assume an individual on each processor node which acts with
neighboring individuals for selection and reproduction. Other variants, like ge-
netic algorithms for online optimization problems, introduce time-dependence or
noise in the ¯tness function.
Genetic algorithms with adaptive parameters (adaptive genetic algorithms,
AGAs) is another signi¯cant and promising variant of genetic algorithms. The
probabilities of crossover (pc) and mutation (pm) greatly determine the degree of
solution accuracy and the convergence speed that genetic algorithms can obtain.
Instead of using ¯xed values of pc and pm, AGAs utilize the population informa-
tion in each generation and adaptively adjust the pc and pm in order to maintain
the population diversity as well as to sustain the convergence capacity. In AGA
(adaptive genetic algorithm) [11], the adjustment of pc and pm depends on the
¯tness values of the solutions. In CAGA (clustering-based adaptive genetic algo-
rithm)[12], through the use of clustering analysis to judge the optimization states
of the population, the adjustment of pc and pm depends on these optimization
states. The GEGA program is an ab initio gradient embedded GA, a program
for ¯nding the global minima of clusters developed by Anastassia Alexandrova
at Utah State University. GEGA employs geometry-cuts for the GA, ab initio
level of computation for geometry optimization and vibrational frequency analy-
sis, with local minima only, and a speci¯c mutational procedure based on the so
called \kick technique" [13].
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It can be quite e®ective to combine GA with other optimization methods.
GA tends to be quite good at ¯nding generally good global solutions, but quite
ine±cient at ¯nding the last few mutations to ¯nd the absolute optimum. Other
techniques (such as simple hill climbing) are quite e±cient at ¯nding absolute
optimum in a limited region. Alternating GA and hill climbing can improve the
e±ciency of GA while overcoming the lack of robustness of hill climbing.This
means that the rules of genetic variation may have a di®erent meaning in the
natural case. For instance -provided that steps are stored in consecutive order-
crossing over may sum a number of steps from maternal DNA adding a number
of steps from paternal DNA and so on. This is like adding vectors that more
probably may follow a ridge in the phenotypic landscape. Thus, the e±ciency
of the process may be increased by many orders of magnitude. Moreover, the
inversion operator has the opportunity to place steps in consecutive order or any
other suitable order in favour of survival or e±ciency.
Population-based incremental learning is a variation where the population as
a whole is evolved rather than its individual members [14].
To improve the performance of GA, a variant called genetic algorithm with
conditional genetic operators (CGA) has also been proposed [15]. In the CGA,
di®ering from the conventional genetic algorithm with ¯xed probabilities of
crossover and mutation, crossover and mutation behaviors are performed by
di®erence-degree between chromosomes; and thus the probabilities of crossover
and mutation are adjustable in optimization process, where the di®erence-degree
is an important parameter denoting the similarity between two chromosomes.
Only these parents whose di®erence-degree are larger than a given threshold pro-
duce o®spring; other parents are performed mutation to keep the diversity within
the mating pool; mutation behaviors do not produces o®spring to next genera-
tion. The CGA has been applied to several combinatorial optimization problems
(Subset sum problem [15], Facility Layout Problem [16], Graph Planarization
Problem [17], set cover problem [18]). In these studies, compared with the simple
GA, parallel GA (PGA) [19] and hop¯eld network learning method [20], the CGA
has shown very excellent performance for combinatorial optimization problems.
it can be seen that the CGA is problem independent and is enable to be used to
solve other combinatorial optimization problems.
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1.5 Aim of the Research
The CGA originally proposed to solve the combinatorial optimization problems
which can be coded using binary string. Typically, numeric parameters can be
represented by integers or real value. In this thesis, the CGA is extended to
integer-coded and real-coded problems. A serial of solutions based on the CGA
for optimization problems are presented.
Firstly, the features of the CGA model are analyzed, and a selection scheme
is proposed for the CGA model in Chapter 2. The CGA model with the proposed
selection scheme is veri¯ed by simulating the bipartite subgraph problems. The
simulation results show that the CGA model with the proposed selection scheme
has a good performance for solving the bipartite subgraph problems. Besides,
the simulation results show that a selection scheme with relative high pressure
for the CGA model does not result in prematurely converging, but strengthen
the exploit ability in local search space.
In Chapter 3, the CGA model with the proposed selection scheme is applied
to solve the minimum graph bisection problem and m-way graph partitioning
problem. To evaluate the proposed CGA model for these graph partitioning
problems, the other optimization methods such as neural network based algo-
rithms, heuristic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm and some other GAs
are employed to compare. A large number of simulations show that: (1) the pa-
rameters in the proposed algorithm have little in°uence on the performance: (2)
the proposed method could balance global and local search ability by using the
parameter called cooling ratio; (3)Solutions found by the proposed CGA model
are superior to its competitors for solving tested graph partitioning problems.　
In Chapter 4, a new computation method of the di®erence-degree for real-
coded chromosomes is proposed to extend the CGA model to solve the real-
coded problems. To evaluate the proposed real-coded CGA (rc-CGA) model,
two crossover operators ( Unimodal Normal Distribution Crossover (UNDX) [21]
and Blend Crossover (BLX-α) [22] ) in conjunction with a mutation operator
(Non-Uniform Mutation (NUM) [23] ) are applied to the rc-CGA. Two new real-
coded genetic algorithms (rc-CGA+BLX+NUM and rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM)
are de¯ned for the real-parameter optimization, and compared with ¯ve other
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genetic algorithms (MMG+BLX, MMG+UNDX, MMG+SPX, SGA+LX-NUM
and JGG+REX). A set of 19 test problems available in the global optimization
literature is used to evaluate the performance of these genetic algorithms. The
simulation results show that rc-CGA is very e±cient for the real-coded genetic
algorithm, and the rc-CGA+BLX+NUM performs quite well and outperforms
other real-coded genetic algorithms.
In Chapter 5, a new crossover operator with Laplace distribution following
a few promising descent directions (FPDD-LX) and neighbor search mechanism
(rc-CGA- NSM) are designed for rc-CGA model. A real-coded genetic algorithm
(rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX) is built and tested using 31 benchmark functions
and compared with other real-coded genetic algorithms. Comparison results show
that the rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX has excellent performance for real parameters
optimization and outperforms its competitors, especially for solving the function
problem with strong dependence among variables and mutli-model problem.
The conclusions and future research are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Genetic Algorithm with
Conditional Genetic Operators
(CGA)
2.1 Introduction
The classical genetic algorithm is a programming technique that mimics the pro-
cess of the natural selection and evolution in evolutionary biology. Although
genetic algorithms have been proven to be an e±cient and powerful problem-
solving strategy, however, as represented in Chapter 1, the genetic approach to
global optimization frequently meets the problem of slow convergence, of getting
stuck in a local minimum, and of low accuracy of the optimum-position determi-
nation. Various ways exist which help in improving the GA action [1]: (1)using
parallel processors; (2)hybridizing; (3)adding new operators; (4)modi¯cation of
the GA through equipping it in some knowledge speci¯c for the given mathemat-
ical/physical/engineering or other task.
In fact, human preferences or in°uences have a signi¯cant e®ect on the evo-
lution of a particular population or species. Selective breeding (or arti¯cial se-
lection) was practiced by the Romans [2] as an process of breeding plants and
animals for particular genetic traits. Treatises as much as 2,000 years old give
advice on selecting animals for di®erent purposes, and these ancient works cite
still older authorities, such as Mago the Carthaginian [3]. Selective breeding is
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one of the most useful analytical tools in behavior genetics and is emerging as an
important tool in evolutionary physiology [4]. Breeding between closely related
individuals, called inbreeding, can increase the chances of o®spring being a®ected
by recessive or deleterious traits. This generally leads to a decreased ¯tness of
a population, which is called inbreeding depression. Deleterious alleles causing
inbreeding depression can subsequently be removed through culling, which is also
known as genetic purging. In order to avoid children are at a higher risk of an au-
tosomal recessive disorder, marriage between closely related people is prohibited
in many country such as China. To manage inbreeding depression, it is known as
outbreeding enhancement, practiced by conservation managers and zoo captive
breeders to prevent homozygosity.
As the natural selection cannot e®ectively remove inbreeding depression in
evolutionary biology, the classical genetic algorithms based on stochastic strat-
egy aslo cannot avoid crossover between closely similar individuals, which could
cause more homozygous solutions produced, unnecessary computation, and even
premature convergence.
Motivated by the idea of selective breeding, a variant of GA called genetic
algorithm with conditional genetic operators (CGA) has been developed. In
this chapter, the features of the CGA model are analyzed and a proposition of
selection scheme for the CGA model is presented. At last, the performance of
the proposed selection scheme is veri¯ed by simulating the bipartite subgraph
problem.
2.2 Classical Genetic Algorithm
To solve a combinatorial optimization problem, three basic steps are necessary to
solve a particular problem using conventional GA: coding the representation of
the solution as an individual(chromosome), designing an objective function, and
de¯ning the acceptance criterion for resolving the problem. The procedure of the
classical genetic algorithm is shown as Figure 2.1. As shown in Figure 2.1, GA
begins by generating an initial population, and evaluating each of its members
based on ¯tness as measured by the objective function. While the termination
condition is not satis¯ed, a portion of the population is selected, somehow altered,
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Procedure of the Classical GA 
Begin 
Generate an initial population; 
Evaluate fitness of individuals in the population; 
While termination condition not satisfied do 
Begin 
Select best-fit parents for reproduction from the population; 
Breed new individuals through crossover and mutation operations to give birth to offspring;  
Evaluate the fitness of the offspring; 
Replace some or all of the population by the offspring; 
End 
End 
Figure 2.1: Procedure of the Classical GA
evaluated, and placed back into the population. At each step in the iteration,
chromosomes are probabilistically selected from the population for reproduction
according to the principle of the survival of the ¯ttest. O®spring are generated
through a process called crossover and mutation. The o®spring are then placed
back in the population, perhaps replacing other members of the population.
2.3 Genetic Algorithm with Conditional Ge-
netic Operators
The CGA model was proposed for the subset sum problem [5] at ¯rst. In the
CGA model, di®ering from the conventional genetic algorithm with ¯xed prob-
abilities of crossover and mutation, crossover and mutation behaviors are per-
formed by di®erence-degree between chromosomes; the probabilities of crossover
and mutation are adjustable automatically in the proces of evolution, where the
di®erence-degree is an important parameter denoting the similarity between two
chromosomes. Only these parents whose di®erence-degree are larger than a given
threshold produce o®spring; other parents are performed mutation to keep the
diversity within the mating pool; mutation behaviors do not produce o®spring
to next generation. The crossover and mutation mechanism of the CGA is as
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Set NC = 0. 
Random select (NP-NC)/2 
pairs of individuals as 
parents from the mating 
pool PM . 
Calculate difference- degree 
di of each parent pair.  
Generate offspring by 
performing crossover with 
100% probability on the 
parent pairs with di > Ds . 
 
Update NC : NC = NC + k, 
where k expresses that there 
are k pairs of parents with  
di > Ds among of the selected 
(NP-NC) /2 pairs parent. 
NC =NP? 
Mutation is 
applied with 
100% 
probability to 
other 
(NP-NC)/2 – k 
parent pairs with 
di < Ds. 
 
No 
Yes 
Figure 2.2: Crossover and Mutation Mechanism of the CGA
depicted in Figure 2.2, where NP denotes the population size, NC denotes the
current number of o®spring generated, PM is the mating pool to generate o®-
spring, the di®erence-degree di indicates the similarity between two chromosomes
and Ds is a given threshold.
As shown in Figure 2.2, First NC is set to zero, then ( NP - NC )/2 pairs of
parent chromosomes are randomly selected, and the di®erence-degree di for every
parent pair is calculated. For every parent pair, if the di®erence-degree di( for
#i parent pair) is larger than the setting di®erence-degree Ds, then crossover is
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applied on the parent pairs with 100% probability to generate o®spring. After
crossover, the total number of o®spring generated is calculated. If the total
number of o®spring (NC) is smaller than the population size NP , the mutation is
performed with 100% probability on parent pair whose di®erence-degree is smaller
than the setting di®erence-degree Ds.
In the previous work [5-8], the genetic representations of the solution are all
to de¯ne individual as string of binary number. The mating pool PM is created
using roulette selection. The di®erence-degree di is de¯ned as follows:
di = Nd=Ng (2.1)
where Ng is the size of chromosome, and Nd is the number of di®erent genes
between the two chromosomes. As an example, we consider the following
two binary-coded chromosomes ~x1, ~x2 with size 6: ~x1 = (1; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1), ~x2 =
(0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1)
It is evident that Nd = 3 and thus the di®erence-degree di between ~x1 and ~x2
is 0.5.
The threshold parameter Ds is also called setting di®erence-degree. Ds is
decreased in every generation and de¯ned as follows:
Ds(t+ 1) = ¹Ds(t) (2.2)
where t denotes the tth generation and ¹ is called cooling ratio, 0 < ¹ < 1.
From the Eq.(2.2), it can be seen that Ds decreases slowly to near zero with the
evolution of generation.
A complete CGA model is depicted as Figure 2.3. As shown in Figure 2.3,
the following procedure describes the CGA Model:
1. Set the parameters NP , Ds, ¹ and so on.
2. Generate the initial population.
3. Calculate the ¯tness of the individual in the initial population.
4. Create a mating pool PM using roulette selection.
5. Produce NP o®spring according to the following sub-procedure:
(1) Set NC =0.
(2) Randomly select (NP ¡NC)=2 pairs of parent individuals.
(3) Calculate the di®erence-degree di for each parent pair using Eq.(2.1).
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Set NC = 0. 
Random select (NP-NC)/2 
pairs of individuals as 
parents from the mating 
pool PM . 
Calculate difference- degree 
di of each parent pair.  
Generate offspring by 
performing crossover with 
100% probability on the 
parent pairs with di > Ds . 
 
Update NC : NC = NC + k, 
where k expresses that there 
are k pairs of parents with  
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End 
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Figure 2.3: Outline of the CGA Model
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(4) Generate o®spring by performing crossover on the parent pairs with
di > Ds. Among a selected (NP ¡Nc)=2 pairs of parents, if there are k pairs of
parents with di > Ds, then 2k o®spring are generated, Nc = Nc + 2k.
(5) If NC = NP , terminate this sub-procedure.
(6) Perform mutation on the parent pairs with di < Ds.
(7) Go to sub step (2)
6. Replace the worst child by the current best chromosome and generate a
new generation.
7. Calculate the ¯tness of each individual.
8. Decrease the setting di®erence-degree Ds using Eq.(2.2).
9. Terminate this procedure if termination criterion is reached.
10. Go to step 4.
2.4 Proposition of Selection Scheme for the
CGA Model
2.4.1 Features Analysis of the CGA Model
In this subsection, the features of the CGA model will be analyzed:
Feature 1: The crossover behavior based on the di®erence-degree
between chromosomes ensures great search power across the global
search space.
The search power of a crossover operator is de¯ned here as a measure of how
°exible the operator is to create an arbitrary point in the search space. Radcli®e
[10] suggests a number of criteria for successful design of a crossover operator.
Deb et al. [9] investigated the probability of creating an arbitrary point in the
search space from two given parent points based on Radcli®e's ergodicity criterion
to de¯ne the search power of a crossover operator.
In the [9], in order to de¯ne the spread of the children points with respect
to that of the parent strings, a spread factor (¯) as the ratio of the spread of
children points to that of the parent points is de¯ned as follow:
¯ =
jc1 ¡ c2j
jp1 ¡ p2j (2.3)
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Figure 2.4: Probability Distributions of Contracting and Expanding Crossovers
where c1 and c2 are children points of the parent points of p1 and p2. According
to the spread factor, crossovers are classi¯ed three di®erent classes: All crossover
operations having a spread factor ¯ < 1 are contracting crossovers; All crossover
operations having a spread factor ¯ > 1 are expanding crossovers; All crossover
operations having a spread factor ¯ = 1 are stationary crossovers. Figure 2.4
denotes the probability distribution of spread factor ¯ based a single point binary-
coded crossover for function problem.
Based on the above probability distribution of the spread factor ¯, Deb et al.
[9] drew the following conclusion: If the spread of the parents is closer, the spread
of the two likely o®springs is also smaller; On the other hand, if the spread of
parents is more, the spread of likely o®spring is also larger.
The crossover behavior of the CGA model is to base on the di®erence-degree
between parent pair. If the di®erence-degree of a parent pair is larger, the spread
of the parent pair is more, thus the spread of likely children is also larger. In
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Figure 2.5: Mutation Behavior in the Process of Evolution
the CGA model, Only these parent pairs with di > Ds are performed crossover.
For this reason, the crossover behavior of the CGA model ensures that the CGA
model has great search power across the global search space.
Feature 2: The crossover and mutation mechanisms have an im-
plicit self-adaptive feature.
In the CGA model, the crossover and mutation mechanisms have an implicit
self-adaptive feature: If population is so diverse that most of parent pairs have
rather large di®erence, there are only little individuals to be performed mutation;
Conversely, once population becomes so non-diverse that there are many same
or similar individuals in population, most of parent pairs have rather small dif-
ference such that they would endure frequently mutation behavior. As a result,
population can restore quickly its diversity to some extent.
Figure 2.5 shows the changement of the number of mutated individuals using
CGA model for a m-way graph partitioning problem (m=8, the number of ver-
tices and edges are 80 and 158, respectively). As shown in Figure 2.5, mutation
behavior is always adjusted automatically based on the diversity of population
in the process of evolution.
Feature 3: A proper trade-o® is maintained between exploration
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and the exploitation of the genetic algorithm.
From the Eq.(2.2), it can be seen thatDs decreases slowly to near zero with the
evolution of generation. In the early stage of optimal process, Ds has a relatively
large value, thus only a few parent pairs can generate children by crossover while
most of pairs have to undergo diverse mutation to produce the o®spring. As a
result, it makes sure the diversity of the solution. On the other hand, in the
late stage of optimal process, Ds becomes small and even equal approximately
to zero, thus, only few parent pairs perform mutation and most of parent pairs
produce o®spring by crossover. As a result, it makes sure the algorithm has good
local search ability.
2.4.2 Selection Scheme
That GA can be e®ective at escaping local optima and discovering the global
optimum in even a very rugged and complex ¯tness landscape attributes to the
coordination work of GA's major components (parallelism, selection, mutation,
and crossover). In the CGA model, crossover and mutation mechanisms not
only ensure the exploitation of the global optimum, but also have a self-adaptive
feature that adjusts automatically the diversity of population. Based on the
unique features of the CGA model, the following postulate is proposed: a se-
lection scheme with relative high pressure for the CGA model does not reslut in
prematurely converging, but strengthen the exploit ability in local search space.
In the previous works, roulette selection was employed as main reproduction
strategy. In this subsection, based on the above postulation, a new select method
combining roulette selection with tournament selection is designed. The proposed
selection method has two phases. The ¯rst phase is to create a mating pool by
stochastically selecting individuals from the population of the current generation
using roulette selection. Let Pcur = (a1; a2; :::; aNP ) denote the population of the
current generation and PM = (b1; b2; :::; bNP ) denote the mating pool generated
in the ¯rst phase. The individuals ai and bi(i = 1; :::; NP ) are the ith individuals
in Pcur and PM , respectively. The second phase determines whether individuals
in the mating pool PM with low ¯tness will be replaced or not. The detail of the
second phase is described as follows:
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(1) Randomly pair the individuals between Pcur and PM . Let (ai, bi) be the
pair i and f(ai), f(bi) be the ¯tness of ai and bi, respectively.
(2) Compare the ¯tness of the individual for each pair. If f(bi) > f(ai), bi
survive in PM , else then replace bi with ai with probability P . The probability
P is de¯ned as
P = 1¡ »t (2.4)
where t denotes the tth generation and » is a constant(0 < » < 1). To reduce
the number of the parameter, let » = ¹ in the Eq.(2.2). In the second phase, the
individuals (in the current generation) with better ¯tness than their competitors
survive with probability P to yield o®spring.
In early stages of the optimization process, P has a su±ciently small value.
Thus the proposed selection method is similar to roulette selection. Along with
this optimization process, selective pressure also gradually increases with P such
that individuals with low ¯tness are eliminated with high probability and that
one or more of those with high ¯tness exist in the mating pool PM for crossover
and mutation. Thus the exploit ability in local search space is strengthened.
2.5 Experimental Evaluation
The bipartite subgraph problem is used to analyze and evaluate the performance
of the CGA with the proposed selection scheme, which is an important example
of the combinatorial optimization problems. Firstly two CGA approaches with
roulette selection and the proposed selection method are compared. Then a pa-
rameter estimate is performed. Last, several existing algorithms for the problem
(Marks et al.'s heuristic algorithm [11], Lee et al.'s neural network based algo-
rithm [12] and Wang et al.'s Hop¯eld neural network learning algorithm [13]) are
employed to compared with the proposed algorithm.
2.5.1 Review of the Bipartite Subgraph Problem
Bipartite graphs are perhaps the most basic of objects in graph theory, both
from a theoretical and from a practical point of view. It has many important
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applications in modeling matching problem, modern coding theory, and com-
munication network, and computer science [14]. The objective of the bipartite
subgraph problem is to ¯nd a bipartite subgraph with maximum number of edges
of the given graph [15]. It was proved to be a NP-complete problem [15-17]. It
is well known that there are no tractable algorithms to solve NP-complete prob-
lems, which motivates to ¯nd better algorithms that yield better approximate
solutions.
As one of the most intensively studies classes of graphs, several algorithms
for the problem have been proposed. In 1986, Bondy and Locke [18] proposed an
algorithm for the largest bipartite subgraph in triangle-free graph with maximum
degree three. Grotschel and Pulleyblank [19] de¯ned a class of weakly bipartite
graphs such that the convex hull of incidence vectors of bipartite subgraphs is
de¯ned by odd cycle inequalities. Barahona [20] characterized another class of
weakly bipartite graphs. Lee et al. [12] presented a parallel algorithm for it using
Hop¯eld neural network. Wang et al.[13] proposed a gradient ascent learning
algorithm of the Hop¯eld network to solve the problem. Global search methods
such as simulated annealing [21] can also be applied to the problem, but they are
generally very slow [22]. To solve such discrete combinatorial problems, genetic
algorithm (GA) [23], as an adaptive search technique based on the principles
and mechanisms of natural selection from natural evolution, is also introduced
as an important avenue. However, in GA there is no rule of thumb to design the
GA operators and select GA parameters [24]. Instead, trial-and-error has to be
applied for every problem. Besides, because of the poor local search ability [25],
the solution quality of GA is not very good. Although some modi¯ed versions of
genetic algorithm [26-28] have been proposed, to improve the GA's performance
on combinatorial optimization problems is still the most important theme.
In this section, the bipartite subgraph problem is solved using the proposed
CGA approach.The proposed method is tested by simulating 21 randomly gen-
erated graphs.
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2.5.2 Problem Formulation
Given an undirected graph G = (V;E), where V is a set of vertices and E is a
set of edges. If the vertex set V of graph G can be partitioned into 2-disjoint
subsetsV1, V2, where V = V1 + V2 , and no edge exists between two vertices in the
same subset, the graph G is called a bipartite graph. The goal of the bipartite
subgraph problem is to remove the minimum number of edges from a given graph
so that the remained graph is a bipartite graph. Figure 2.6(a) presents a simple
undirected graph composed of ¯ve vertices and seven edges. The graph becomes
bipartite as long as one edge is removed. Figure 2.6(b) shows one of bipartite
sub graphs of the graph Figure 2.6(a).
Figure 2.6: (a) Graph Is Not Bipartite. (b) Graph Is Bipartite
For solving such problem, a typical genetic algorithm requires two things
to be de¯ned ¯rstly: one is a genetic representation of the solution domain;
another one is a ¯tness function to evaluate the solution domain [24]. For a
given graph with N vertices, the binary string ~x = fxi 2 f0; 1g ; i = 1; :::; Ng is
used as the representation of a solution. A value of 1 for xi implies that ith
vertex is partitioned into subset V1, and a value of 0 denotes that it is partitioned
into subet V2. Thus, the bipartite subgraph problem can be mathematically
transformed into the following optimization problem:
Minimize [
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
dijxixj
+
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
dij(1¡ xi)(1¡ xj)] (2.5)
where dij is equal to 1 if edge (i, j) exists in the given graph, 0 otherwise. The
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of Solution Using CGA and I-CGA, respectively.
¯rst term of Eq.(2.6) is the number of edges connecting two vertices in the subset
V1, and the second term is that in the V2. Consider Eq.(2.6), when dij = 0, Both
the ¯rst and second term is equal to 0. Thus, the case dij = 1 only need to be
considered. The ¯tness function based on Eq.(2.6) can be expressed as follow:
F (~x) = E ¡
NX
i=1
NX
j=1
dij(xixj
+(1¡ xi)(1¡ xj)) (2.6)
where E is the number of edge of the given graph.
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2.5.3 Simulations
In this section, the proposed algorithm is evaluated by simulating some random
graphs de¯ned in terms of two parameters, n and p [29] on a PC station (AMD
Athlon(tm), 1.79 GHz). The parameter n denotes the number of the nodes in a
graph; the parameter p(0 < p < 1) denotes the probability that any given pair of
nodes constitutes an edge.
A. Comparsion of Two CGA Approaches Using Di®erent Selection
Method.
Firstly, two CGA approaches using di®erent selection methods are compared.
Here call the original CGA model using roulette selection as CGA, and the CGA
model using the proposed selection method as I-CGA. Figure 2.7 shows the evo-
lution procedure of a solution (the best one of 5 runs) using the CGA and the
I-CGA for an bipartite subgraph problem with 250 vertices 1556 edges, respec-
tively. As shown in the Figure 2.7, in the early stages of the optimization process
(before 6,000 generations), the evolutions of the solution using CGA and I-CGA
are almost synchronous (because the proposed selection method is similar to the
roulette selection if P has a su±ciently small value). Along with this optimization
process, the selective pressure of the proposed selection method also gradually
increases; the evolution speed of the solution using I-CGA is remarkably quicker
than that using the CGA. The diversity of the population can be responded to
some that by the di®erence of the best solution and the mean solution in the
current population responds. As shown in the Figure 2.7, the di®erence of the
best solution and the mean solution using the I-CGA is smaller then that using
the CGA in the optimization process. However, compared with the CGA, the
better solution is found by using the I-CGA at last.
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed selection method, 21
random graphs [29] are employed as test bed. 100 runs are performed for every
test graph. The same termination criterion is used for two approaches. The
search process is terminated when Ds reaches a small value c. For the bipartite
subgraph problem, c is set to 0.06 for small graphs and 0.01 for graphs with
larger than 100 vertices. Table 2.1 records the best and mean solutions in the
100 runs for 25 test graphs. As shown in Table 2.1, the solutions found by using
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Table 2.1: The Comparisons of Two CGA Approaches Using Di®erent Selection
Method.
CGA I-CGA
V Pro. E
Av. Best Av. Best
50 0.05 61 52.75 53 53.00 53
50 0.15 183 135.11 136 136 136
50 0.25 305 203.42 204 204.64 205
80 0.05 158 130.32 134 132.98 134
80 0.15 474 323.38 330 329.12 330
80 0.25 790 503.95 513 510.33 513
100 0.05 247 199.99 207 205.86 207
100 0.15 742 489.86 500 498.75 502
100 0.25 1235 761.96 779 775.79 779
150 0.05 558 410.17 420 419.54 423
150 0.15 1676 1056.13 1076 1069.82 1077
150 0.25 2790 1665.30 1692 1689.35 1699
200 0.05 995 695.03 707 712.99 722
200 0.15 2985 1832.72 1862 1862.79 1874
200 0.25 4975 2903.62 2949 2941.60 2954
250 0.05 1556 1059.04 1087 1094.64 1107
250 0.15 4668 2806.14 2870 2849.4 2872
250 0.25 7778 4460.99 4503 4511.89 4532
300 0.05 2242 1483.58 1518 1524.00 1540
300 0.15 6727 3981.00 4031 4049.92 4073
300 0.25 11212 6358.99 6404 6434.42 6458
the I-CGA are superior to that found by using the CGA for every test problem.
Based on the Figure 2.7 and Table 2.1, the postulate is authenticated that a
selection scheme with relative high pressure for the CGA model do not result in
prematurely converging, but strengthen the exploit ability in local search space.
B. Paramters Tuning
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The same as in the general GA, parameters have an a®ect on the performance
of the proposed approach. The proposed approach has three main parameters:
population size NP , initial value of Ds and its cooling ratio ¹. To analyze the
in°uence of these parameters, we simulated an undirected graph with 250 vertices
1556 edges using di®erent parameters.
The cooling ratio ¹ is used to control the decrease speed of Ds in Eq.(2.2) and
increase speed of P in Eq.(2.5). In other word it is used to balance the ability
of global search and local search of the algorithm. If ¹ is too large, Ds and P
decreases too slowly, the algorithm would spend too long computation time. If ¹
is too small, the algorithm would converge quickly and lose the ability of global
search for global optimal solution. To study the reasonable range of the value of
the cooling ratio ¹, the simulations are classi¯ed into four groups by population
size NP=50, NP=80, NP=100, NP=140. The value of the cooling ratio ¹ is 0.9
to 0.99995. The initial value of Ds is set to 0.4. 100 simulations with di®erent
initial chromosomes have been performed for every group of parameters. The best
solution and average solution in 100 simulations are recorded. The simulation
results are described in Table 2.2
As shown in Table 2.2, when the cooling ratio ¹ is or larger than 0.9999, the
algorithm e±ciently balances the ability of global search and local search and can
¯nd good solutions. A large number of simulations to study the initial value of
Ds was also performed. The reasonable initial value of Ds is 0.1 to 0.6.
Population size NP is also an important parameter which a®ects the perfor-
mance of genetic algorithm. To see the in°uence of NP in the proposed approach,
simulations using di®erent population size were performed. Note that the initial
value of Ds and the cooling ratio ¹ are 0.4 and 0.9999 respectively. The experi-
ment results are shown in the Table 2.3. The \Error%" column corresponds to
the average percentage error of solutions obtained with di®erent runs as de¯ned
in the following equation.
Error(%) =
PNP
i=1 jSolution(i)¡Bestj
NP
£ 1
Best
£ 100% (2.7)
where Solution(i) is the solution found in the #i run, Best is the best solution
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Table 2.2: Simulation Results on the Graph with 250 Vertexes, 1556 Edges Using
Di®erent Parameters.
NP=50 NP=80 NP=100 NP=140¹
Best Av. Best Av. Best Av. Best Av.
0.9 1062 1006 1068 1013 1053 1010 1062 1013
0.95 1061 1006 1051 1010 1057 1010 1056 1010
0.99 1072 1014 1058 1012 1063 1015 1054 1013
0.995 1074 1026 1063 1024 1061 1022 1060 1016
0.999 1095 1060 1101 1064 1098 1065 1092 1069
0.9991 1092 1061 1104 1066 1102 1068 1107 1070
0.9993 1093 1063 1103 1071 1103 1070 1099 1074
0.9995 1101 1069 1102 1077 1102 1077 1106 1083
0.9997 1103 1076 1104 1080 1104 1085 1104 1088
0.9999 1107 1084 1106 1089 1107 1090 1107 1096
0.99991 1106 1082 1107 1089 1107 1091 1107 1096
0.99993 1107 1082 1107 1088 1107 1096 1107 1096
0.99995 1106 1086 1107 1087 1107 1094 1107 1096
of the problem. As shown in the Table 2.3, when the population size NP is larger
than 60, good solution can be found.
The above simulations shows that the range of reasonable values of parameters
are very large. Thus, although the parameters have an e®ect on the performance
of the proposed approach, because the reasonable value of parameters can be
decided easily, it is easy to apply the proposed algorithm to a problem. For the
bipartite subgraph problem, Ds=0.4, ¹=0.9999 and NP=100 are recommended
as standard parameters.
C. Comparsion with Other Algorithms
In order to widely verify the proposed CGA model, the three existing algorithms
(Marks et al.'s heuristic algorithm [11], Lee et al.'s neural network algorithm [12]
and Wang et al.'s Hop¯eld neural network learning algorithm [13]) are employed
to compared with the proposed algorithm for the bipartite subgraph problem.
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Table 2.3: Simulation Results on the Graph with 250 Vertexes, 1556 Edges Using
Di®erent Population Size
NP Best value Average value Error%
10 1094 1064.09 2.73
20 1099 1070.21 2.62
30 1103 1074.23 2.61
40 1106 1082.88 2.09
50 1104 1083.17 1.88
60 1107 1085.97 1.90
70 1107 1087.29 1.78
80 1107 1088.42 1.68
90 1107 1089.77 1.55
100 1107 1090.27 1.51
110 1107 1093.23 1.24
120 1107 1093.18 1.25
130 1107 1093.40 1.23
140 1107 1095.87 1.05
150 1107 1094.64 1.10
160 1107 1096.55 0.94
170 1107 1096.57 0.94
180 1107 1097.14 0.89
190 1107 1096.53 0.94
Information on the test graphs as well as all results is shown in Table 2.4. As
shown in Table 2.4, the proposed approach outperformed the other compared
algorithms for the bipartite subgraph problem.
Besides, because the simulated annealing (SA) is a well known search method
and has better local search ability than general GA, it also is employed to com-
pared the with proposed algorithm. The SA proposed by Johnson et al.[29] is used
because the problem discussed by Johnson et al. is similar to the bipartite sub-
graph problem and very good solution was reported in their work. In the bipartite
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Table 2.4: The Comparisons of Simulation Results Produced by Di®erent Algo-
rithms.
V Pro. E Marks [18] Lee.et.al[8] Wang. [9] SA[19] CGA
50 0.05 61 53 52 53 53 53
50 0.15 183 136 133 136 136 136
50 0.25 305 205 203 205 205 205
80 0.05 158 134 127 134 134 134
80 0.15 474 330 325 330 330 330
80 0.25 790 513 504 513 513 513
100 0.05 247 207 196 206 207 207
100 0.15 742 501 492 501 502 502
100 0.25 1235 778 761 779 779 779
150 0.05 558 423 402 421 419 423
150 0.15 1676 1077 1062 1074 1069 1077
150 0.25 2790 1692 1645 1693 1674 1699
200 0.05 995 722 685 713 714 722
200 0.15 2985 1871 1838 1864 1586 1874
200 0.25 4975 2954 2886 2941 2948 2954
250 0.05 1556 1104 1060 1100 1094 1107
250 0.15 4668 2859 2809 2856 2849 2872
250 0.25 7778 4516 4435 4510 4526 4532
300 0.05 2242 1530 1486 1524 1522 1540
300 0.15 6727 4062 3987 4059 4061 4073
300 0.25 11212 6440 6393 6435 6441 6458
subgraph problem, the neighbors of a solution ~x = fxi 2 f0; 1g ; i = 1; :::; Ng can
be obtained from ~x by modifying the partition of a single vertex. Other annealing
parameters were reported in [29]. Simulation results are also shown in Table 2.4.
As shown in Table 2.4, the performance of proposed approach also surpasses SA
for solving the bipartite subgraph problem.
In general, genetic algorithm based approaches are time consuming algorithm.
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The computation cost can be evaluated by using the number of generations or the
number of function evaluations to ¯nd a solution. In the proposed approach, the
search process is terminated when Ds reaches a small value c. For the bipartite
subgraph problem, c is set to 0.06 for small graphs and 0.01 for graphs with
larger than 100 vertices. According to this termination condition and Eq.(2.2),
the proposed approach ¯nd a solution using 18950 generations for small graphs
and 36887 generations for larger graphs. The computation time on the largest
tested graph is also recorded. It is 769.15s on our PC station. Evidently, it is short
computation time for far better solution than other algorithms. Thus, although
the proposed approach is still a time consuming algorithm, the computation time
is reasonable.
2.6 Conclusions
The CGA is an e±cient model for the combinatorial optimization problem. An
new selection scheme has been proposed for the CGA model and analyzed by
performing a large number of simulations on the bipartite subgraph problem.
Comparision between the CGA with di®erent selection methods showed that a
selection scheme with relative high pressure for the CGA model does not re-
sult in prematurely converging, but strengthen the exploit ability in local search
space. Comparisions among the proposed approach with other existing algo-
rithms showed that the proposed approach could provide better solution for the
bipartite subgraph problem.
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Chapter 3
Solving Graph Partitioning
Problems Using Genetic
Algorithm with Conditional
Genetic Operators
3.1 Graph Partitioning Problems
The graph partitioning problem is of central importance in combinatorial op-
timization. It has many important applications in such ¯elds as VLSI circuit
design [1], task allocation in distributed computing systems [2], and network par-
titioning [3]. In the Chapter 2, the bipartite graph partitioning problem has been
solved using the CGA model with di®erent selection method. This chapter solves
two other graph partitioning problems (Minimum Graph Bisection Problem and
m-Way Graph Partitioning Problem) using the CGA with the selection scheme
proposed in Chapter 2. Up to now, the CGA model is only applied to binary-
coded problem. In this work, the CGA model is used to solve integer-coded
problem.
The minimum graph bisection problem is to divide the vertices set V of the
given graph undirected graph G = (V;E) into two equal-size subsets V1 and V2
such that the number of edges connecting vertices in V1 to vertices in V2 is min-
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imized. It was proved to be a NP-complete problem [4]. Several approximate
algorithms have been proposed [5-7] for the minimum graph bisection problem.
The benchmark algorithm for graph bisection problem is due to Kernighan and
Lin[8]. By combining Kernighan-Lin algorithm [8] with the parallel hill climbing
[9], and the seed-growth algorithm [10], Marks et al. proposed a new heuris-
tic algorithm called PHC/SG+KL[11]. For solving such combinatorial optimal
problems, the Hop¯eld neural networks [12] also an important avenue. Wang et
al. [13] also even introduced an improved Hop¯eld neural network algorithm for
e±ciently solving the problem.
Given a graph with weights on edges and nodes, the objective of the m-way
graph partitioning problem is to partition nodes into m disjoint subsets such that
the sum of the weights on the cut edges is minimized while keeping the size of
each subset balanced. The m-way graph partitioning problem is also an NP-hard
combinatorial optimization problem [14]. Some heuristic approaches have been
proposed to solve it. Kernighan-Lin algorithm (KL) [8] is a well-known heuristic
algorithm for the problem. Kernighan and Lin proposed it for the 2-way graph
partitioning and extended it to the m-way (m > 2) graph partitioning. It is
reported that the KL algorithm is inferior to other algorithms when it is applied
to the m-way graph partitioning problem where weights of all the nodes are not
equal [15]. Johnson et al. [16] applied simulated annealing (SA) [17] to 2-way
graph partitioning problem where the weighted graphs were not used. Fujisawa
et al. [18] applied tabu search (TS) [19] to the 2-way graph partitioning problem
and reported that TS is superior to SA in terms of both solution quality and
computation time. Some neural network based methods are also proposed for
solving the problem. Bout et al. [20] proposed a mean ¯eld annealing algorithm
which combines the characteristics of the simulated annealing and the Hop¯eld
neural network, and applied it to the m-way graph partitioning problem where
the weighted graphs are not used. Saito et al. [21] proposed a maximum neural
network (MNN) based method to the m-way graph partitioning problem. Wang
[22] improved Saito's MNN approach by adding a nonlinear self-feedback to MNN
and proposed an improved maximum neural network (IMNN) for the m-way
graph partitioning problem. He showed that the IMNN is better than other
approaches for solving the m-way graph partitioning problem. GAs have also
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been applied to graph partitioning. Pirkul et al. [23] proposed an approach to
the 2-way graph partitioning problem. Ahmad et al. [24] proposed a problem-
space genetic algorithm (PSGA) based approach to them-way graph partitioning
problem. In PSGA, chromosomes have information about a simple heuristic
algorithm. Chromosomes are calculated using this heuristic algorithm and better
solutions are selected by GA. The authors showed that PSGA is superior to
SA, TS and some other algorithms for the m-way graph partitioning problem.
However GAs apply blind search techniques and require problem speci¯c genetic
operators to obtain good solutions. It is di±cult to argue that existing GA based
methods [23-24] are good enough to solve the m-way graph partitioning problem.
3.2 Application to Minimum Graph Bisection
Problem
3.2.1 Problem Formulation
Let G = (V;E) be an undirected graph, where V is the set of vertices and E is
the set of edges. The edge from vertex i to vertex j is represented by eij 2 E.
Figure 3.1(a) shows an example of an undirected 6-vertex graph. The minimum
graph bisection problem is to ¯nd a partition of V into two nonempty, disjoin sets
V1 and V2, such that V1
S
V2 = V , V1
T
V2 = ;, j V1 j=j V2 j, and the number of
edges connecting vertices in V1 to vertices in V2 is minimized. For a given graph
with N vertices and M edges, as a graph bisection problem, its vertex set can
be represented using vector ~X = fxi 2 f0; 1g ; i = 1; :::; Ng , where xi expresses
vertex Vi is partitioned into the subset V1 or V2. Thus, xi has only two possible
values and a solution of the graph bisection problem can be represented as a
binary string. Using the above representation, the graph bisection problem can
be mathematically transformed into the following optimization problem:
Minimize
X
eij2E
j xi ¡ xj j
Subjet (
N
2
¡
NX
i=1
xi)
2 = 0 (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: (a)An 6-Vertex Graph (b)A Bisection Graph of (a)
, where N is number of vertex, eij expresses the edge from vertex Vi to vertex
Vj. E is the edge set of the given graph. The ¯tness function can be expressed
to base on Eq.(3.1) as follow:
F (~x) = EdgeNum¡ A
X
eij2E
j xi ¡ xj j
+B(
N
2
¡
NX
i=1
xi)
2 (3.2)
where EdgeNum is the number of edge of the given graph, A and B is a parameter
de¯ned to adjust ¯tness by user.
3.2.2 Crossover and Mutation Operators
In this subsection, new crossover and mutation methods are designed to solve
the the minimum graph bisection problem, which makes sure that o®spring gen-
erated are both valid solutions. One point crossover or its extension (multipoint
crossover) [16] is well-used and e±cient methods for the problem with bit string
encodings because of its simpli¯cation. The one point crossover ¯rstly takes two
parent chromosomes, randomly selects a position that creates two segments of
genetic material in each parent, and then interchanges those segments of genetic
material, thus two new children are generated. However, for the graph bisec-
tion problem, the invalid children also are produced when performing crossover
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using the traditional one point-crossover or its extension (multipoint crossover).
Here a modi¯ed two-point crossover is presented which can always produce valid
solutions. The detail description as following:
Step1. Randomly select two crossover point CP1, CP2 (CP1 < CP2) .
Step2. Use S1 to express the number of the gene that value is 1 in parent 1,
and S2 in parent 2. Adjust the crossover point CP1 and CP2 according to the
following procedure:
While( S1 ! = S2 )
(1) CP1 = CP1 - 1 or CP2 = CP2 +1
(2) Calculate S1 and S2
End
Step3. The segment between CP1 and CP2 is interchanged and two valid
children are produced. S1 = S2, it means the interchange do not change the
character of the children as valid solution.
Besides the crossover method, to guarantee the feasibility and valid of the
solution generated, mutation operator is de¯ned as follows:
Step1. Randomly select two mutation point Mp1 and Mp2 for a chromosome.
Step2. Interchange the values of gene Mp1 and Mp2.
It is evident that the above crossover and mutation method can always pro-
duce valid o®spring. The ¯tness of a solution can be evaluated according to the
following equation simpli¯ed from Eq.(3.2).
F (~x) = EdgeNum¡
X
eij2E
j xi ¡ xj j (3.3)
3.2.3 Simulations
To evaluate the performance of the CGA for the minimum graph bisection prob-
lem, total 18 graphs as the same as those in the Chapter 2 are simulated. The
procedure of the proposed approach is the same as that in 2.3. An undirected
graph with 150 vertices 558 edges is simulated using di®erent parameters to an-
alyze the in°uence of the main parameters of the porposed approach.
As mentioned in the 2.5.3, the cooling ratio ¹ is used to balance the ability of
global search and local search of the algorithm. If ¹ is too larg e, Ds decreases too
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Table 3.1: Simulation Results on the Graph with 150 Vertexes, 558 Edges Using
Di®erent Parameters.
Np=50 Np=80 Np=100 Np=150
¹
Best Av. Best Av. Best Av. Best Av.
0.999 139 149 139 146.65 141 146.17 139 145.35
0.9991 141 149.31 139 146.39 139 146.25 139 145.26
0.9993 139 148.53 141 147.04 141 145.91 139 144.86
0.9995 142 148.29 139 145.53 139 145.86 139 144.34
0.9997 139 147.85 139 146.49 139 145.8 139 144.34
0.9999 139 148.02 139 145.87 139 145.3 139 144.59
0.99991 142 147.3 139 146.15 139 145.19 139 143.8
0.99993 141 147.53 139 145.37 139 145.25 139 144.6
0.99995 139 147.73 139 145.1 139 145.22 139 144.51
slowly and P increases too slowly, the algorithm would spend too long computa-
tion time. If ¹ is too small, the algorithm would converge quickly and lose the
ability of global search for global optimal solution. The experiments are classi¯ed
into four group by population size Np=50, Np=80, Np=100, Np=150. The value
of the cooling ratio ¹ is 0.999 to 0.99995. The initial value of Ds is set to 0.4.
100 times simulations with di®erent initial chromosomes have been performed for
every parameters group. The best solution and average solution in 100 simula-
tions are recorded. The simulation results are described in Table 3.1. As shown
in Table 3.1, when the cooling ratio ¹ is smaller than 0.999, the optimization
process is to converge quickly and no good solution was found. When the cool-
ing ratio ¹ is or larger than 0.9999, the algorithm balances e±ciently the ability
of global search and local search and can ¯nd good solutions. In the following
simulations, the cooling ratio ¹ and the initial value of Ds were ¯xed at 0.9999
and 0.4, respectively.
To see the in°uence of Np in the proposed approach, simulations using di®er-
ent population size are also performed. The experiment results are shown in Table
3.2. As shown in Table 3.2 shown, when the population size Np is larger than 60,
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Table 3.2: Simulation Results on the Graph with 150 Vertexes, 558 Edges Using
Di®erent Population Size
Np Best value Average value Error%
10 144 154.64 11.25
20 142 150.94 8.59
30 142 150.12 8.0
40 141 148.89 7.12
50 141 148.01 6.48
60 141 146.86 5.65
70 139 145.68 4.81
80 139 145.65 4.78
90 139 145.39 4.60
100 139 145.5 4.68
110 139 144.94 4.27
120 139 144.77 4.15
130 139 144.62 4.04
140 139 144.31 3.82
150 139 144.04 3.62
160 139 144.19 3.73
170 139 143.66 3.35
180 139 144.14 3.70
190 139 144.13 3.60
200 139 144.13 3.60
rather good solution can be found. In the later simulations, the population size
Np is ¯xed at 100.
The proposed CGA is compared with the PHC/SG+KL proposed by
J.Marks.et al.[10], the improved neural network by Wang et al.[13], and the simple
genetic algorithm. As shown in Table 3.4, the proposed approach has excellent
performance for solving the minimum graph bisection problem.
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Table 3.3: The Comparisons of Simulation Results Produced by Di®erent Algo-
rithms.
V P E SGA Marks.[10] Wang.[9] CGA
80 0.05 158 26 26 26 26
80 0.15 474 151 151 151 151
80 0.25 790 292 292 292 292
100 0.05 247 50 51 50 50
100 0.15 742 248 247 247 247
100 0.25 1235 473 473 473 473
150 0.05 558 141 139 139 139
150 0.15 1676 608 605 605 605
150 0.25 2790 1119 1113 1113 1113
200 0.05 995 278 274 274 273
200 0.15 2985 1135 1128 1128 1128
200 0.25 4975 2048 2044 2045 2044
250 0.05 1556 478 464 463 463
250 0.15 4668 1833 1823 1820 1820
250 0.25 7778 3307 3272 3271 3271
300 0.05 2242 724 711 712 711
300 0.15 6727 2712 2683 2681 2682
300 0.25 11212 4834 4795 4790 4790
3.3 Application to m-Way Graph Partitioning
Problem
3.3.1 Problem Formulation
Let G = (V;E) be an undirected graph with weights on both edges and nodes,
where V , jV j = n, is the set of nodes, and E is the set of edges, E µ V £V . The
edge from node u to node v is represented as eu;v 2 E 8u; vju; v 2 V . !(u) 2 Z+
8uju 2 V de¯nes the weights on the nodes where Z+ is the set of positive integers.
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»(ev;u) 2 Z+ de¯nes the weights on the edges whose endpoints are v and u. The
m-way graph partitioning problem is to ¯nd a partition of the node set V into
m disjoint subsets V1; V2; :::; Vm such that V1 [ V2 [ ::: [ Vm = V and Vi \ Vj = Á
for i 6= j, where m is the number of subsets.
Let S(Vi) be the size of the subset Vi de¯ned in Eq.(3.4) and Cij be the sum
of the weights on cut edges between two di®erent subsets de¯ned in Eq.(3.5) for
i 6= j. A cut edge is an edge which has its endpoints in two di®erent subsets.
S(Vi) =
X
v2Vi
!(v) (3.4)
Cij =
X
u2Vi;v2Vj
»(eu;v) (3.5)
The objective of the m-way graph partitioning problem is to minimize the sum
(W1) of the weights on the cut edges among subsets,
W1 =
X
1·i·j·m
Cij (3.6)
while minimizing the imbalance (W2) of the size among subsets.
W2 =
X
1·i·j·m
jS(Vi)¡ S(Vj)j (3.7)
The goal of the optimization is de¯ned as follows:
MinimizefCost = ¸1W1 + ¸2W2g (3.8)
where ¸1 and ¸2 are the weight parameters which control the objective func-
tion; i.e., the extent to which requires the minimum cut size or more balanced
partitions. In this paper, ¸1 = ¸2 = 1.
All the notations used in this paper are shown in Table 3.4.
3.3.2 Genetic Representation and Fitness Function
As solve other optimization problems using a typical genetic algorithm, a ge-
netic representation of the solution domain and a ¯tness function to evaluate
solutions are required to be de¯ned ¯rstly. Here the solution domain of the
m-way graph partitioning problem is expressed using strings of group numbers.
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Table 3.4: Comments of Notations
Notation Comment
n the number of nodes in a graph.
V the set of nodes in a graph.
E the set of edges in a graph.
m the number of the subsets.
!(u) the weight on the node u.
eu;v an edge whose endpoints are v and u.
»(eu;v) the weights on the edge connecting node v and u.
Vi the subset i, i=1,2,...,m.
S(Vi) the size of the subset Vi.
Cij the sum of the weights on the cut edges between two
subsets Vi and Vj.
W1 the sum of the weights on the cut edges among the
subsets.
W2 the imbalance of the size among the subsets.
NP the population size.
F (i) the ¯tness of the ith chromosome in a population,
i=1,2,...,NP .
Cost(i) the cost of the ith chromosome.
di the di®erence-degree between two chromosomes.
Ds the setting di®erence-degree.
Dso the initial value of Ds.
MaxIMB the acceptable maximum imbalance among the subsets
that is set by user.
MaxCost the maximum cost of a chromosome.
Nc a counter of generating o®spring.
t the number of generation.
xi the ith gene of a chromosome with length n, i=1,2,...,n.
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For a given graph with n nodes, a solution can be represented using a vector
~x = (x1; x2; :::; xn), where xi 2 f1; 2; :::;mg; i = 1; 2; :::; n expresses the fact that
node i is contained in the subset Vxi . In other words, a solution is describled using
a interger-coded chromosome. The di®erence-degree between two chromosomes
is still computed by using Eq.(2.1).
The cost function is the key to optimizing this process. Previous GA based
methods [24] used Eq.(3.8) as a cost function. However, when the sum of the
weights on edges is far larger than that for nodes, using Eq.(3.8) may lead to the
generation of some infeasible solutions. As an example, the worst case solution
in which all nodes are in the same subset is considered. Evidently, the cost of the
solution is the sum of the weights on the nodes. Because the sum of the weights
on the edges is far larger than the corresponding sum for nodes, the worst solution
has the best cost over all solutions. Thus, it is di±cult for the GA based method
to ¯nd good solutions in this case. In order to generate good solutions for all
cases, a new cost function is proposed as follows:
Cost = AW1 +BW2 + P (W2) (3.9)
P (W2) =
8<:C(W2 ¡MaxIMB) W2 > MaxIMB0 W2 ·MaxIMB (3.10)
where A and B are the weight parameters. P (W2) is a penalty function which
penalizes those solutions whose imbalance is larger than the maximum acceptable
imbalance MaxIMB set by the user. The parameter C is discussed in section 3.5.
The following cost-to-¯tness mapping function is used to calculate the ¯tness of
each solution (chromosome).
F (i) =
MaxCost¡ Cost(i)
j=NPP
j=1
(MaxCost¡ Cost(j))
(3.11)
where F (i) is the ¯tness of the ith chromosome in the population, MaxCost is
the maximum cost of a chromosome in the population, Cost(i) is the cost of the
ith chromosome, and NP is the population size.
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3.3.3 Crossover and Mutation
One point-crossover is used as crossover method. The following mutation method
is proposed for the m-way graph partitioning problem:
(1)Randomly select two mutation points MP1 and MP2 in a chromosome.
While ( the value of the gene MP1 is not equal to that of the gene MP2 )
Reselect two mutation points MP1 and MP2.
End
(2)Interchange the values of the gene MP1 and MP2.
3.3.4 Algorithm
Two strategies are applied to solve the m-way graph partitioning problem using
the CGA model. One is that a simple heuristic algorithm is presented to produce
population seeding. Another is as follows: After performing mutation, if the mu-
tated chromosome is superior to the best chromosome in the current generation,
then the chromosome replaces the best one. The following procedure describes
the proposed algorithm for the m-way graph partitioning problem:
1. Set the parameters NP , Ds, ¹ and MaxIMB.
2. Generate the initial population according to the following simple heuristic
algorithm:
Initialization heuristic(individual, m):
Build Node list with all nodes;
While (Node list 6= Null)
Select the subset Vi with minimum size S(Vi).
Randomly select a node x from the Node list.
Assign the node x to the subset Vi.
Update the subset size S(Vi) of the subset Vi.
Delete the node x from the Node list.
End while
End Initialization heuristic
3. Calculate the ¯tness of the initial individuals by Eq.(3.10) and Eq.(3.11).
4. Create a candidate population Pcd using the selection method described in
the 2.2.2.
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5. Produce NP o®spring according to the following sub-procedure:
(1) Set Nc =0.
(2) Randomly select (NP ¡Nc)=2 pairs of parent individuals.
(3) Calculate the di®erence-degree di for each parent pair using Eq.(2.1).
(4) Generate o®spring by performing crossover on the parent pairs with
di > Ds. Among a selected (NP ¡ Nc)=2 parent pairs, if there are k pairs with
di > Ds, then 2k o®spring are generated, Nc = Nc + 2k.
(5) If Nc = NP , terminate this sub-procedure.
(6) Perform mutation on the parent pairs with di < Ds. After performing
mutation, if a chromosome is superior to the best chromosome in the current
generation, then the chromosome replaces the best one.
(7) Go to sub step (2)
6. Replace the worst child by the current best chromosome and generate a new
generation.
7. Calculate the ¯tness of each individual.
8. Decrease the setting di®erence-degree Ds using Eq.(2.2).
9. Terminate this procedure if the best solution has not been updated sequen-
tially for TC times. TC is reset to 0 once the current best solution is updated.
Note that TC is set to a range of 500-1500 in this paper.
10. Go to step 4.
3.4 Simulation
The proposed algorithm is evaluated by simulating some random graphs [6] on a
PC station (AMD Athlon(tm), 1.79 GHz). The weights of the nodes and edges
are selected randomly in the integer range of 1-20 for all graphs. The simulated
graphs are shown in Table 3.5.
3.4.1 Parameter Tuning
The parameters of the algorithm to solve the m-way graph partitioning using the
proposed CGA model are fall into two classes: problem-speci¯c parameters and
genetic algorithm parameters. The problem-speci¯c parameters are A, B, C and
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Table 3.5: Test Graphs
Graph Nodes(n) Edges p
G1 80 158 0.05
G2 100 247 0.05
G3 150 558 0.05
G4 150 1676 0.15
G5 200 995 0.05
G6 200 2985 0.15
G7 250 1556 0.05
G8 250 7778 0.25
G9 300 11212 0.25
Table 3.6: Setting of the MaxIMB
Nodes m = 3 m = 8 m = 10 m = 12 m = 15
80 25 120 200 250 300
100-150 25 150 200 300 350
200 40 200 250 300 350
250-300 50 200 300 400 500
MaxIMB in Eqs (3.9) and (3.10). The genetic algorithm parameters include the
population size NP , the initial value of Ds, and the cooling ratio ¹.
As mentioned above, A and B are weighting parameters which control the
objective function, describing the extent to which requires a minimum cut size or
more balanced partitions. Because the third item in Eq.(3.9) penalizes solutions
whose imbalance is larger than the accepted maximum imbalance, more consider-
ation is gave to minimizing the cutsize. In this paper, set A = 1, B = 0:1. Table
3.7 and 3.8 show the e®ect of the penalty coe±cient C on the di®erent graphs
that large values of C lead to comparatively poor results for all graphs. However,
if the value of C is too small, the designed penalty item in Eq.(3.9) will lose its
function of preventing extremely infeasible solutions. As shown in Table 3.7 and
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Table 3.7: E®ect of the Penality Coe±cient C
n = 250; p = 0:05;m = 3 n = 250; p = 0:05;m = 8
C
Best Average Best Average
1 6280 6629.8 9498 9829.7
5 6295 6659.0 9628 9881.6
10 6413 6693.6 9633 9889.0
15 6316 6724.5 9656 9911.1
20 6352 6710.1 9674 9911.9
30 6501 6728.5 9649 9919.9
3.8, the setting of C is a®ected by n, p, and m. A large number of experiments
showed that C is proportional to the values of the node parameter n and the
edge parameter p of the graph, and inversely proportional to the value of the
partitioning parameter m. An empirical formula to determine C is summarized
as follows:
C = (np)=(2m) (3.12)
In addition, MaxIMB can be set by the user according to the requirements
concerning the imbalance and cut size in di®erent graph partitioning problems.
The values of MaxIMB used in this paper are shown in Table 3.6.
To investigate the genetic algorithm parameters ¹ andDs, several experiments
are performed on the graph G7. The experiments can be classi¯ed into four
groups according to the initial value of Ds: Dso = 0:1, Dso = 0:2, Dso = 0:3, and
Dso = 0:4 with m = 8. The cooling ratio ¹ is set in the range of 0.93 to 0.9999.
NP andMaxIMB is set at 100 and 150, respectively. 100 runs with di®erent initial
individuals for each group of parameters were performed. The best and average
costs of the optimal solution and the average number of generations (Avg.G)
required to determine an optimal solution in 100 runs are recorded in Table 3.9
and 3.10. As seen in Table 3.9 and 3.10, excellent solutions can be obtained using
each group of parameters. It is evident that the range of reasonable values of Ds
and ¹ is very wide.
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Table 3.8: E®ect of the Penality Coe±cient C
n = 300; p = 0:25;m = 3 n = 300; p = 0:25;m = 8
C
Best Average Best Average
1 NV NV NV NV
5 NV NV 89747 90971.1
10 63777 65422.1 89823 91033.7
15 63918 65659.3 89747 91121.8
20 63933 65596.9 90105 91071.4
30 64256 65794.6 90077 91093.5
Note \NV" expresses some illegal solutions emerge in 100 runs.
Population size is also an important parameter in°uencing the performance of
a genetic algorithm based method. The experimental results are shown in Table
3.11. As seen in Table 3.11, when the population size NP varies from 10 to 150,
excellent solutions can be found, which is also a very wide range.
3.4.2 Comparison with Other Approaches
The proposed algorithm is simulated some randomly generated graphs shown
in Table 3.5 and compared with MNN [11], IMNN [12] and PSGA [24]. The
parameters of the proposed algorithm are chosen as follows: For 3-way graph
partitioning, ¹ = 0.9991 and the initial value of Ds = 0:4. For m-way (m > 3)
graph partitioning, the parameters depend on the value of np. When np < 10, ¹
= 0.9991 and the initial value of Ds = 0:4; when np > 10, ¹ = 0:95 and the initial
value of Ds = 0:1. The values for NP ; A;B are set at 100; 1; 0:1 respectively, and
C is calculated using Eq.(3.12) for all simulations; the values for MaxIMBs are
shown in Table 3.6. The same parameter values as in [11], [12] and [24] are used
for MNN, IMNN and PSGA, respectively.
Table 3.12 and 3.13 show the imbalance, cut size and cost of the best solution
obtained for 100 runs of each method. As shown in Table 3.12 and 3.13, the
proposed algorithm has the best performance with respect to the cost, cut size and
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Table 3.9: Simulation Results of the 8-way Partition on the Graph G7 Using
Di®erent Parameters Cooling Ratio ¹ and Initial Value of Ds
Dso = 0:1 Dso = 0:2¹
Best Average Avg:G Best Average Avg:G
0.93 9420 9834.2 6164 9535 9851.5 6113
0.95 9523 9815.1 6286 9492 9825.2 6371
0.97 9527 9840.5 6229 9579 9851.9 6150
0.99 9540 9831.7 6115 9441 9820.3 6349
0.991 9512 9813.9 6222 9543 9811.8 6292
0.993 9502 9836.0 6038 9564 9840.3 6453
0.995 9397 9827.6 6254 9462 9850.3 5946
0.997 9413 9822.6 6718 9482 9831.0 6353
0.999 9599 9841.5 6683 9593 9826.8 6891
0.9991 9510 9825.7 6967 9444 9818.1 7362
0.9993 9498 9850.4 7111 9433 9808.9 8101
0.9995 9576 9799.0 8066 9550 9789.3 9055
0.9997 9556 9822.7 9235 9440 9798.7 10710
0.9999 9503 9865.8 10786 9463 9898.5 13364
imbalance within the four methods. Since PSGA performed worst, the proposed
method is only compared with IMNN and MNN in the following.
To evaluate solution stability, the average solution within 100 runs using dif-
ferent approaches is also observed. Table 3.14 and 3.15 show the average cost, cut
size and imbalance for 100 runs. As shown in Table 3.14 , the average imbalances
(AvgImb) obtained using the proposed algorithm are far smaller than those ob-
tained by using IMNN and MNN in almost all instances. With respect to each
item of the average cost, the proposed algorithm is superior to IMNN and MNN.
Note that in Table 3.14, three instances are marked \*", which denotes that
some infeasible solutions emerged within 100 runs using IMNN. Three instances
are marked \#", which denotes infeasible solutions generated using MNN in 100
runs. Therefore, we can say that the proposed algorithm is superior to IMNN
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Table 3.10: Simulation Results of the 8-way Partition on the Graph G7 Using
Di®erent Parameters Cooling Ratio ¹ and Initial Value of Ds
Dso = 0:3 Dso = 0:4¹
Best Average Avg:G Best Average Avg:G
0.93 9557 9839.5 6121 9527 9814.2 6183
0.95 9428 9851.8 5745 9552 9825.4 6142
0.97 9609 9822.5 6442 9589 9843.1 5840
0.99 9589 9841.7 5983 9580 9840.2 6085
0.991 9525 9823.0 6188 9547 9847.9 6045
0.993 9546 9840.5 6099 9495 9823.0 6381
0.995 9607 9840.3 5914 9584 9836.5 6174
0.997 9575 9832.5 6429 9462 9819.2 6624
0.999 9554 9826.7 7200 9488 9813.2 7468
0.9991 9520 9820.9 7714 9537 9792.4 7643
0.9993 9475 9804.5 8364 9603 9791.9 8451
0.9995 9530 9771.3 9665 9505 9766.9 10026
0.9997 9489 9793.1 11446 9529 9788.7 11895
0.9999 9647 9994.7 11012 9690 10011.4 9762
and MNN in terms of solution stability. The computation time is also shown
in Table 3.15. As shown in Table 3.15, the proposed algorithm is also superior
to IMNN and MNN with respect to computation time, except for the case of
m = 3 and n = 300, p = 0:25. The above experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm is superior to its competitors for solving the m-way graph
partitioning problem in terms of computation time and solution quality. The
computation cost can also be expressed in terms of the number of generations
required. The average number of generations (Avg:G) of the proposed algorithm
within 100 runs is also recorded in Table 3.15. Table 3.15 shows that, as a GA
based algorithm, the proposed algorithm can determine good solutions with low
computation cost.
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Table 3.11: Simulation Results on the 8-way Graph Partitioning Using Di®erent
Population Size for the Graph G7
¹ = 0:95; Dso = 0:1;m = 8
NP Best Average Avg:G
10 9589 9951.7 11566
20 9648 9897.9 9989
30 9588 9866.9 9250
40 9484 9861.8 8427
50 9590 9854.9 8080
60 9597 9818.5 7533
70 9562 9831.8 6956
80 9468 9850.6 6917
90 9550 9846.6 6565
100 9476 9836.6 6407
110 9571 9836.1 6114
120 9562 9850.6 5817
130 9532 9814.3 5684
140 9575 9839.7 5269
150 9384 9832.3 5239
3.5 Conclusions
Di®erent solutions based on the CGA model have been proposed for e±ciently
solving the minimum graph bisection problem and the m-way graph partitioning
problems respectively. A large number of simulations showed the CGA is not only
an e±cient model for binary-coded problem, but also for integer-coded problem.
The simulation results showed that the parameters in the proposed algorithms
have very wide range of reasonable values. Comparisons among the proposed
algorithm with other methods showed that the proposed algorithm is superior to
its competitors for solving the graph partitioning problem.
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Table 3.12: The Best Solution Produced by IMNN, MNN and the Proposed
Algorithm
PSGA[21] MNN [11]
Graph m
Imb Cut Cost Imb Cut Cost
G1 3 8 795 803 14 351 365
8 22 1258 1280 82 619 701
10 56 1299 1355 132 687 819
G2 3 28 1394 1422 14 713 727
8 38 2096 2134 136 1132 1268
12 168 2173 2341 274 1290 1564
G3 3 12 3248 3260 8 1935 1943
8 59 4629 4688 43 2950 2993
12 171 4957 5128 279 3145 3424
G4 3 14 10722 10736 20 8464 8484
8 72 14732 14804 252 11860 12112
12 150 15671 15821 346 12810 13156
G5 3 20 6157 6177 36 3888 3924
8 97 8860 8957 137 5776 5913
15 270 9350 9620 420 6557 6977
G6 3 16 19757 19773 26 15972 15998
10 113 26828 26941 397 23334 23731
15 280 28985 29265 374 24950 25324
G7 3 20 9566 9586 18 6744 6762
10 74 14202 14276 194 10203 10397
15 200 14820 15020 302 10915 11217
G8 8 143 69610 69753 379 62316 62695
10 123 72033 72156 311 64867 65178
15 444 74848 75290 362 68551 68913
G9 8 161 101254 101415 295 91411 91706
10 239 104233 104462 485 94513 94998
15 286 108641 108927 500 99572 100072
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Table 3.13: The Best Solution Produced by IMNN, MNN and the Proposed
Algorithm
IMNN [12] Proposed Algotithm
Graph m
Imb Cut Cost Imb Cut Cost
G1 3 6 355 361 6 317 323
8 78 572 650 72 568 640
10 114 639 753 82 636 718
G2 3 14 693 707 4 645 649
8 90 1078 1168 60 1071 1131
12 252 1263 1515 100 1259 1359
G3 3 10 1822 1832 14 1754 1768
8 159 62738 2897 89 2768 2857
12 227 3064 3291 141 3133 3274
G4 3 76 8365 8441 22 8261 8283
8 138 11745 11883 134 11696 11830
12 310 12717 13027 258 12753 13011
G5 3 16 3736 3752 6 3605 3611
8 141 5532 5673 45 5535 5580
15 458 6286 6744 232 6494 6726
G6 3 40 15829 15869 38 15437 15475
10 169 23352 23521 247 23180 23427
15 540 24543 25173 262 24806 25068
G7 3 18 6518 6536 48 6236 6284
10 186 9862 10048 102 9914 10016
15 376 10593 10969 196 10726 10922
G8 8 393 62166 62549 201 61407 61608
10 393 64464 64857 305 64020 64325
15 940 67942 68882 400 67907 68307
G9 8 277 91078 91355 195 89576 89771
10 805 94084 94889 291 93212 93503
15 720 99328 100048 500 98924 99424
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Table 3.14: The Average Solution of IMNN, MNN and the Proposed Algorithm
MNN IMNN Proposed Algotithm
Graph m
AvgImb AvgCost AvgImb AvgCost AvgImb AvgCost
G1 3 13.4 458.3 12.7 423.9 14.9 369.5
8 129.9 799.4 157.8 760.1 103.1 716.8
10 224.4 934.0 280.8 925.1 162.8 827.9
G2 3 16.1 845.4 153 796.9 17.3 719.1
8 142.4 1382.1 219.6 1354.3 115.8 1272.2
12 356.5 1729.2 493.3 1752.8 204.4 1537.9
G3 3 16.1 2115.3 17.5 2016.3 16.7 1908.6
8 138.5 3173.5 171.4 3041.8 120.3 3025.7
12 351.4 3664.4 415.7 3541.4 200.3 3441.1
G4 3 22.1 8769.7 91 8670.8 20.4 8484.4
8 175.7 12364.2 176.6 12123.9 138.3 12199.4
12 432.0 13508.7 438.6 13293.9 234.2 13312.9
G5 3 17.6 4175.6 16.7 4024.4 16.2 3903.5
8 141.4 6135.9 154.7 5846.9 119.9 5928.3
15 592.7 7307.4 646.8 7051.8 293.8 6955.0
G6 3 49.0 16428.4 112.5 16257.8 33.8 15864.7
10 299.4 23996.0 498.4 23895.5 228.7 23770.9
15# 577.8 11676.2 859 25615.0 322.6 25400.0
G7 3 17.0 7013.3 19.3 6812.1 37.3 6630.2
10 241.6 10652.0 257.8 10310.0 161.2 10357.7
15# 577.8 11676.2 660.1 11377.8 292.0 11280.7
G8 8* 303.4 63303.9 639.5 62784.5 196.9 62412.5
10 329.7 65319.3 586.8 65392.4 47.6 65011.7
15 615.3 69296.6 1384.8 69495.8 120.8 68875.3
G9 8* 211.8 92168.9 8674.7 88892.3 197.3 90885.9
10* 474.2 95672.3 1285.5 95176.3 297.2 94562.5
15# 597.5 100599.0 1507.9 100815.5 494.8 100092.8
Note \*" and \#" expresses some infeasible solutions emerged in 100 runs using
IMNN and MNN, respectively.
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Table 3.15: Time of a Run Using IMNN, MNN and the Proposed Algorithm,
Respectively
Proposed Algotithm
Graph m MNN (s) IMNN (s)
Time(s) Avg:G
G1 3 0.5 0.5 2.2 1877
8 4.3 4.1 3.2 3010
10 6.8 6.9 3.5 3303
G2 3 0.8 0.9 3.2 2311
8 4.2 4.4 3.2 3638
12 9.1 9.2 5.7 4606
G3 3 1.2 1.1 9.4 3836
8 9.5 9.7 9.2 5427
12 19.9 19.6 10.1 6183
G4 3 1.4 1.6 16.1 4002
8 10.9 11.5 11.3 4674
12 22.7 22.9 13.3 5624
G5 3 2.2 2.6 14.8 4062
8 16.4 16.7 11.8 5065
15 55.8 54.8 17.9 7930
G6 3 2.3 2.5 31.7 4701
10 26.6 27.5 25.3 6944
15 59.9 60.1 33.6 9742
G7 3 3.3 3.5 25.0 4411
10 40.3 41.3 27.9 8963
15 84.3 85.3 29.4 9989
G8 8 29.1 30.8 86.1 10170
10 44.6 47.6 87.7 10656
15 116.8 120.8 99.3 12630
G9 8 57.3 57.1 167.8 14239
10 76.3 77.3 169.3 15127
15 163.5 169.5 171.2 15261
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Chapter 4
Real-coded Genetic Algorithm
with Conditional Genetic
Operators (rc-CGA)
4.1 Introduction
Although the origin of the genetic algorithm proposed binary number for encod-
ing, over the past ten years, there have been a surge of studies and applications
related to real-coded genetic algorithms (RCGAs) for continue space problem
[1»11]. The applications of the CGA model on the binary or integer coded prob-
lems have been discussed in the Chapter 2 and 3. In this chapter, the CGA model
will be applied to the real parameter optimization, in which the representation
of the problem is real value.
4.1.1 Real Parameter Optimization
Real-parameter optimization is an important issue in many areas of human activ-
ities. The general problem is to ¯nd a set of parameter values, x = (x1; x2; :::; xD),
that minimizes a function, f(x), of D real variables, i.e.,
Find: x¤jf(x¤) < f(x);8x 2 RD.
Such problems have widespread application such as optimizing simulation models,
¯tting nonlinear curves to data, solving systems of nonlinear equations, engineer-
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ing design and control problems, and setting weights on neural networks.
A lot of test functions that typically show the feature of the function opti-
mization problem are maintained in the global optimization literature and are
usually used to evaluate the algorithm for real-parameter optimization problem.
In consideration of the dependency among variables, ill-scale and multi-model of
optimization problem, the following 21 traditional benchmark functions (f1¡f21)
[10,11] are used as test suite in this chapter. Among these benchmarks, functions
f1 ¡ f10 are uni-modal (there are some recent evidence that f4 is a multi-model
for D > 3 [12]); Functions f11 ¡ f21 are multi-modal with the number of local
minima increasing exponentially with the problem dimension [13]; Function f4 is
a problem with high dependence among variables; f2 and f3 are problems with
ill-scale [11].
1. Sphere function (f1)
min
x
f(x) =
nP
i=1
x2i ,
¡5:12 · xi · 5:12; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
2. Ellipsoid function(f2)
min
x
f(x) =
nP
i=1
(1000i¡1=n¡1xi)2,
¡5:12 · xi · 5:12; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
3. k-tablet function(f3)
min
x
f(x) =
kP
i=1
x2i +
nP
i=k+1
(100xi)
2,
¡5:12 · xi · 5:12; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
4. Rosenbrock function (f4)
min
x
f(x) =
n¡1P
i=1
(100(xi+1 ¡ x2i )2 + (1¡ xi)2),
¡2:048 · xi · 2:048; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
5. Schewefel problem 3 (f5)
min
x
f(x) =
nP
i=1
jxij+
nQ
i=1
jxij,
¡10 · xi · 10; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
6. Schewefel problem 4 (f6)
min
x
f(x) = max
x
fjxij; 1 · i · ng,
¡100 · xi · 100; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
7. Axis parallel hyper ellipsoid (f7)
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min
x
f(x) =
nP
i=1
ix2i ,
¡5:12 · xi · 5:12; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
8. Zakharov's function(f8)
min
x
f(x) =
nP
i=1
x2i + (
nP
i=1
i
2
xi)
2 + (
nP
i=1
i
2
xi)
4,
¡5:12 · xi · 5:12; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
9. Exponential problem ( f9)
min
x
f(x) = ¡ exp (0:5
nP
i=1
x2i ),
¡1 · xi · 1; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = ¡1.
10. Ellipsoidal function ( f10)
min
x
f(x) =
nP
i=1
(xi ¡ i)2,
¡n · xi · n; x¤ = (1; 2; :::; n); f(x¤) = 0.
11. Ackleys problem(f11)
min
x
f(x) = ¡20 exp(¡0:2
r
1
n
nP
i=1
x2i )¡ exp( 1n
nP
i=1
cos(2¼xi)) + 20 + e,
¡30 · xi · 30; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
12. Cosine mixture problem (f12)
min
x
f(x) =
nP
i=1
x2i ¡ 0:1
nP
i=1
cos(5¼xi),
¡1 · xi · 1; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = ¡0:1n.
13. Griewank problem (f13)
min
x
f(x) = 1 +
nP
i=1
x2i ¡
nQ
i=1
cos( xip
i
),
¡600 · xi · 600; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = ¡0:1n.
14. Levy and Montalvo problem 1 (f14)
min
x
f(x) = ¼
n
(10 sin2(¼y1) +
n¡1P
i=1
(yi ¡ 1)2[1 + 10 sin2(¼yi+1)](yn ¡ 1)2),
where yi = 1 +
1
4
(xi + 1),
¡10 · xi · 10; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
15. Levy and Montalvo problem 2 (f15)
min
x
f(x) = 0:1(sin2(3¼x1) +
n¡1P
i=1
(xi ¡ 1)2[1 + sin2(3¼xi+1)] + (xn ¡ 1)2[1 +
sin2(2¼xn)]),
¡10 · xi · 10; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
16. Schwefel problem (f16)
min
x
f(x) = 418:9829 ¤ n¡
nP
i=1
xi sin(
pjxij),
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¡500 · xi · 500; x¤ = (420:97; 420:97; :::; 420:97),
f(x¤) = 0.
17. Generalized penalized function 1 (f17)
min
x
f(x) = ¼
n
(10 sin2(¼y1) +
n¡1P
i=1
(yi ¡ 1)2[1 + 10 sin2(¼yi+1)] + (yn ¡ 1)2) +
nP
i=1
u(xi; 10; 100; 4),
where yi = 1 +
1
4
(xi + 1),
¡10 · xi · 10; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
18. Generalized penalized function 2 (f18)
min
x
f(x) = 0:1(sin2(3¼x1) +
n¡1P
i=1
(xi ¡ 1)2[1 + sin2(3¼xi+1)] +
(xn ¡ 1)2[1 + sin2(2¼xn)]) +
nP
i=1
u(xi; 10; 100; 4),
¡5 · xi · 5; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
In the problem 17 and 18, the penalty function is given by the following expres-
sion:
u(x; a; k;m) =
8>>><>>>:
k ¤ pow((x¡ a);m) if r > a;
¡k ¤ pow((x¡ a);m) if r < ¡a;
0 otherwise
19. Bohachevsky function (f19)
min
x
f(x) =
n¡1P
i=1
(x2i + 2x
2
i+1)¡
n¡1P
i=1
(0:3 cos(3¼xi)¡ 0:4 cos(4¼xi+1 + 0:7)),
¡5:12 · xi · 5:12; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
20. Scha®er function (f20)
min
x
f(x) =
n¡1P
i=1
[(x2i + x
2
i+1)(sin
2(50(x2i + x
2
i+1)
0:1) + 1:0)],
¡100 · xi · 100; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
21. Original Rastrigin function (f21)
min
x
f(x) = 10n+
nP
i=1
(x2i ¡ 10 cos(2¼xi)),
¡5:12 · xi · 5:12; x¤ = (0; 0; :::; 0); f(x¤) = 0.
4.1.2 Review on Real-coded Genetic Algorithm
In real-coded GAs, crossover has always been considered to be the fundamental
search operator. In the recent past, a lot of e®ort has been put into the develop-
ment of sophisticated real-coded crossover operators to improve the performances
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of real-coded GAs for function optimization. A serial of crossover operators
have been presented like Heuristic crossover [1], Flat crossover [2], Arithmetical
crossover [3], Blend crossover (BLX-®) [4], Simulated binary crossover (SBX) [5],
Unimodal normal distribution crossover (UNDX) [6] and its extension UNDX-
m [7], Simplex crossover (SPX) [8], Parent centric crossover (PCX) [9], Laplace
crossover [10], and Real-coded ensemble crossover(REXstar) [11].
Besides the recombination operator, researchers have also realized the impor-
tance of the genetic algorithm model for the real-parameter optimization. Many
generation alternation models have been proposed, for instance, SGA [14], IGS
[15], SS [16], CHC [17], ER [18], MGG [19], G3 [9] and JGG [20]. MGG is
a commonly-used model originally for RCGAs [21, 22]. This is a steady-state
model. SGA was also applied to real-parameter optimization by Deep et al. [10].
G3 and JGG are both a modi¯cation of MGG. G3 was only investigated on three
commonly used test problems in [9]. Di®erent from MGG, JGG selects uniform
randomly ¹ parents from the population and generates ¸(¸ > ¹) o®spring, then
replace all the parents with ¹ best o®spring with respect to ¯tness. In addi-
tion, Ono et al. [ 23] proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm with quasi-Newton
method for robust solution search called DFMOSS, where BLX-® method is used
as recombination operator. Combining SGA model with Heuristic crossover, Non-
Uniform mutation and tournament selection, Diego Martin et al. [24] proposed
a multi-objective genetic algorithm for networked linear controller.
In this chapter, the CGA is extended to the real-coded genetic algorithm and
called rc-CGA. To evaluate the rc-CGA model, two well-known crossover op-
erators (BLX-® and UNDX crossover) in conjunction with a mutation operator
(Non-Uniform mutation [4]) are applied to the rc-CGA. Two new RCGAs(rc-
CGA+BLX+NUM and rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM) are de¯ned for the real pa-
rameter optimization. The proposed algorithms are compared with ¯ve ge-
netic algorithms (MMG+BLX, MMG+UNDX, MMG+SPX, SGA+LX-NUM
and JGG+REXstar). The simulation results show that rc-CGA is an e±cient
real-coded genetic algorithm model. The rc-CGA+ BLX+NUM performs quite
well and outperforms other RCGAs for the real parameter optimization .
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4.2 rc-CGA Model
The issue of the CGA is the de¯nition of the di®erence-degree between chromo-
somes. To apply CGA to the real-coded genetic algorithm, a new computation
method of the di®erence-degree is proposed. Given two chromosomes ~x1 and ~x2,
the di®erence-degree between ~x1 and ~x2 is de¯ned as follows:
di =
j~e1 ¡ ~e2j
2
(4.1)
where ~e1 = ~x1=j~x1j, ~e2 = ~x2=j~x2j and j~e1 ¡ ~e2j is the distance between ~e1 and ~e2.
It is clear that di 2 (0; 1).
In the rc-CGA, another important parameter controlling crossover and mu-
tation is setting di®erence-degree Ds (0 < Ds < 1), which is the same as that
de¯ned in the Chapter 2. Tournament selection is employed to create the mating
pool PM . The rc-CGA is intertwined in the following manner:
Step 1. Set the population size NP , the cooling ratio ¹, and the initial value
of the setting di®erence-degree Ds; Randomly generate NP initial individuals as
population seeding.
Step 2. Calculate the ¯tness of the individuals in the initial population.
Step 3. Create the mating cool PM with NP individuals using tournament
selection from the current population.
Step 4. Produce NP o®spring according to the following sub-procedure:
1. Set NC = 0, NC is a counter of o®spring.
2. Randomly select (NP ¡ NC)=2 pairs of individuals as parents from the
mating cool PM .
3. Calculate di®erence-degree di of each parent pair using Eq.(4.1).
4. Generate o®spring by performing crossover on the parent pairs with
di > Ds. Among the selected (NP ¡Nc)=2 parent pairs, if there are k pairs with
di > Ds, then 2k o®spring are generated, NC = NC + 2k.
5. If NC = NP , calculate the ¯tness of all o®spring and then replace their
parent as a new generation; this sub-procedure is terminated. Note that elite-
preserving is applied when performing generation alteration.
6. If NC < NP , perform mutation on the parent pairs with di < Ds.
7. Go to 2.
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Step 5. Terminate this procedure if termination criterion is reached.
Step 6. Decrease the setting di®erence-degree Ds by Eq.(2.2)
Step 7. Go to step 3.
4.3 rc-CGA with UNDX Crossover and NUM
Mutation
Firstly, UNDX [6] crossover in conjunction with Non-Uniform Mutation(NUM)
operator [3] is applied to the rc-CGA model to de¯ne the ¯rst real-coded genetic
algorithm (rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM).
4.3.1 Unimodal Normal Distribution Crossover (UNDX)
In the Unimodal Normal Distribution Crossover, multiple parents are used to
create two or more o®spring around the center of mass of these parents. A small
probability is assigned to solutions away from the center of mass. In this chapter,
the UNDX crossover applied to the rc-CGA model generates o®spring as follows:
~c1 = ~m+ z1~e1 +
nX
k=2
zk~ek (4.2)
~c2 = ~m¡ z1~e1 ¡
nX
k=2
zk~ek (4.3)
~m =
~p1 + ~p2
2
(4.4)
z1 » N(0; ¾21); zk » N(0; ¾22) (4.5)
¾1 = ®d1; ¾2 = ¯d2=
p
n (4.6)
~e1 = (~p1 ¡ ~p2)=j~p1 ¡ ~p2j (4.7)
~ei?~ej(i; j = 1; 2; :::; n; i 6= j) (4.8)
Here, n is the dimension of the variable. ~p1 and ~p2 are a pair of parents whose
di®erence-degree is larger than setting di®erence-degree Ds. d2 is the distance
from ~p3(a parent selected uniformly at random from the mating pool PM) to
~p1 ¡ ~p2 and d1 = j~p1 ¡ ~p2j. ® and ¯ are parameters de¯ned by users. The
commended setting is ® = 0:5, ¯ = 0:35.
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4.3.2 Non-Uniform Mutation (NUM)
The Non-uniform mutation is used to keep the diversity of population. For a
point ~x = (x1; x2; :::; xn), the mutated point ~x
0
= (x
0
1; x
0
2; :::; x
0
n) is created as
follows:
x
0
i =
8<:xi +4(t; xui ¡ xi) if r · 0:5xi ¡4(t; xi ¡ xli) if r > 0:5 (4.9)
where r is uniformly distributed random number in the interval [0,1], xli and x
u
i
are lower and upper bounds of xi, respectively. The function 4(t; y) given below
takes value in the interval [0; y]:
4(t; y) = y(1¡ u1¡ tT )b (4.10)
where u is a uniformly distributed random number in the interval [0,1], T is the
maximum number of generations and b is a parameter, determining the strength
of the mutation operator and is set to 4 in this chapter.
4.3.3 Experimental Evaluation
In this subsection, a serial of experiments will be performed to evaluate the rc-
CGA+UNDX+NUM approach. 25 independent runs are carried out for each
problem. The dimension (D) of the variable in the entire problems is ¯xed to
30. Initial individual is initialized uniformly at random within the search space.
The evaluation criterion is the number of function evaluations (FEs) to achieve
a ¯xed accuracy. For an algorithm solving function optimization problem, if
the FEs to achieve the ¯xed accuracy is fewer, the algorithm is better. A run
is terminated if the error value f(x) ¡ f(x¤) is 10¡7 or less, where x¤ is the
global optimal solution. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
the rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM approach is compared with three existing RCGAs:
MMG+UNDX [6], MMG+SPX [8], and SGA+LX+NUM [10].
In case of the RCGA, parameter tuning is generally more di±cult as com-
pared to binary coded GA due to the simple reason that the numbers of tunable
parameters occurring in a RCGA are usually more than that occurring in binary
GA. This results in more possible combinations of parameter settings in RCGAs
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Table 4.1: Parameters Setting
rc-CGA+UNDX MMG+UNDX MMG+SPX
Fun ¹ NP NP NC NP NC
f1 0.999 30 50 40 10D 2D
f2 0.9999 600 { { 10D 2D
f3 0.9999 600 { { 10D 2D
f5 0.9999 600 { { 10D 2D
f6 0.9999 100 50 40 20D 2D
f7 0.999 30 50 40 20D 2D
f8 0.999 50 50 40 20D 2D
f9 0.999 50 50 40 20D 2D
f11 0.99 30 50 40 { {
f11 0.999 50 50 120 20D 2D
f12 0.9999 100 30 40 20D 2D
f13 0.9999 100 50 40 20D 2D
f14 0.9999 100 30 40 20D 2D
f15 0.99 100 50 40 20D 2D
f17 0.99 60 30 40 20D 2D
f18 0.99 80 30 40 20D 2D
f19 0.999 100 30 40 30D 2D
f20 0.9999 100 50 40 30D 2D
f21 0.9999 600 300 200 50D 2D
than binary GAs. It becomes very challenging to suggest common ¯xed values
of various parameters for the entire suit. To achieve this goal, extensive experi-
ments have been carried out for four algorithms. The ¯nal parameter values for
all four algorithms are given in Table 4.1. Note that the initial value of setting
di®erence-degree Ds and tournament size for rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM are ¯xed
to 0.5 and 3, respectively.
All 25 runs for every test problem (except f18 using rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM,
f2, f3, f4 and f18 using MMG+UNDX, f9 using MMG+SPX, and f7 using
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Table 4.2: Number of the Function Evaluations to Achieve the Fixed Accuracy
10¡7 using rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM and other RCGAs(f1 ¡ f10)
rc-CGA+UNDX MMG+UNDX MMG+SPX SGA+LX+NUM
LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs
Fun MeanFEs MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP
MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs
3.60e+4 7.45e+4 4.05e+5 2.02e+5
f1 4.14e+4 8.03e+4 1.9 6.81e+5 16 2.22e+5 5.4
4.67e+4 8.63e+4 8.00e+5 2.38e+5
8.58e+5 1.84e+6 3.14e+5
f2 8.95e+5 { { 1.94e+6 2.2 3.39e+5 0.4
9.06e+5 2.06e+6 3.58e+5
1.20e+6 1.83e+6 3.14e+5
f3 1.39e+6 { { 1.95e+6 1.4 3.41e+5 0.4
1.48e+6 2.16e+6 3.66e+5
1.20e+6 1.83e+6 3.14e+5
f5 1.39e+6 { { 1.95e+6 1.4 3.41e+5 0.4
1.48e+6 2.16e+6 3.66e+5
4.73e+5 9.51e+5 1.74e+6
f6 5.49e+5 1.32e+6 2.4 1.79e+6 3.3 { {
6.12e+5 1.86e+6 1.89e+6
2.28e+5 2.10e+5 8.78e+5 2.36e+5
f7 4.90e+5 3.09e+5 0.6 9.08e+5 3.3 2.53e+5 0.5
6.66e+5 3.97e+5 9.44e+5 2.73e+5
1.04e+5 2.40e+5 8.80e+5
f8 1.19e+5 2.56e+5 2.2 9.11e+5 7.7 { {
1.35e+5 2.84e+5 9.47e+5
2.55e+4 5.80e+4 6.02e+5 1.58e+5
f9 2.99e+4 6.11e+4 2.0 6.32e+5 21 1.70e+5 5.7
3.63e+4 6.52e+4 6.56e+5 1.84e+5
7.72e+4 1.06e+5 2.54e+5
f10 1.18e+5 1.12e+5 1.0 |- { 2.71e+5 2.3
1.77e+5 1.19e+5 2.96e+5
1.80e+5 3.47e+5 1.51e+6 7.33e+5
f11 1.94e+5 3.63e+5 1.9 1.54e+6 7.9 8.14e+5 4.2
2.15e+5 3.88e+5 1.56e+6 9.44e+5
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Table 4.3: Number of the Function Evaluations to Achieve the Fixed Accuracy
10¡7 using rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM and other RCGAs(f11 ¡ f19)
rc-CGA+UNDX MMG+UNDX MMG+SPX SGA+LX+NUM
LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs
Fun MeanFEs MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP
MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs
4.73e+4 1.46e+5 7.66e+5 1.98e+5
f12 5.26e+4 1.58e+5 3.0 7.83e+5 15 2.16e+5 4.1
5.71e+4 1.77e+5 8.07e+5 2.37e+5
1.44e+5 9.43e+5 1.04e+6 2.62e+5
f13 2.42e+5 1.04e+6 4.3 1.07e+6 4.4 3.94e+5 1.6
5.06e+5 1.11e+6 1.11e+6 5.00e+5
3.07e+3 1.61e+5 2.68e+5 2.54e+3
f14 7.27e+3 4.45e+5 61.0 4.39e+5 59 8.67e+3 1.2
1.08e+4 8.49e+5 6.46e+5 2.19e+4
5.04e+4 3.30e+5 7.22e+5 1.70e+5
f15 5.45e+4 3.58e+5 6.6 7.42e+5 13.6 1.80e+5 3.3
7.95e+4 3.80e+5 7.69e+5 1.91e+5
4.24e+4 8.96e+4 6.68e+5 1.48e+5
f17 4.78e+4 9.84e+4 2.1 6.89e+5 14.4 1.75e+5 3.7
7.66e+4 1.12e+5 7.15e+5 1.95e+5
5.60e+4 1.83e+5 7.21e+5 1.76e+5
f18 6.88e+4 1.95e+5 2.8 7.41e+5 10.8 1.93e+5 2.8
7.24e+4 2.16e+5 7.81e+5 2.06e+5
8.20e+4 1.88e+6 9.55e+5 2.47e+5
f19 1.05e+5 2.41e+6 23.0 9.74e+5 9.3 2.73e+5 2.6
1.35e+5 2.98e+6 9.97e+5 2.94e+5
5.22e+6 6.52e+6
f20 |- |- { 5.28e+6 9.3 1.08e+7 {
5.37e+5 1.22e+7
1.05e+5 3.00e+6 3.48e+6 3.30e+5
f21 1.37e+5 4.23e+6 30.9 3.56e+6 26.0 3.80e+5 2.8
3.81e+5 9.00e+6 3.66e+6 4.13e+5
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SGA+LX+NUM) achieve within the error value 10¡7 using di®erent RCGAs, re-
spectively. The least (LeastFEs, the run whose FEs is least.), mean (MeanFEs)
and most (MostFEs, the run whose FEs is most.) FEs to achieve the ¯xed accu-
racy 10¡7 in 25 runs for every problem are recorded in the Table 4.2 and Table
4.3, respectively. RP in the Table 4.2 is de¯ned as:
RP =
MeanFEso
MeanFEsP
(4.11)
where MeanFEsP is the MeanFEs using the proposed algorithm (it is rc-
CGA+UNDX+NUM in this section, rc-CGA+BLX+NUM in the next section),
and MeanFEso is the MeanFEs using other competitors like MMG+UNDX,
MMG+SPX and so on. RP > 1 expresses that the proposed algorithm spends
fewer FEs to achieve a ¯xed accuracy than its competitor. In other words, the
proposed algorithm is superior to its competitor. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show
that the FEs of the proposed rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM to achieve the ¯xed accu-
racy is far fewer than those of other three RCGAs (MMG+UNDX, MMG+SPX,
SGA+LX+NUM) for almost all 19 problems.
4.4 rc-CGA with BLX-® Crossover and NUM
Mutation
In this section, Blend crossover [3] (BLX-®) in conjunction with the NUM mu-
tation operator is applied to the rc-CGA model to de¯ne the second real-coded
genetic algorithm (rc-CGA+BLX+NUM).
4.4.1 Blend Crossover (BLX-®)
The Blend Crossover (BLX-®) is a well-known crossover operator proposed by
Eshelman and Scha®er. For two parent solutions: ~P1 = (P1;1; P1;2; :::; P1;n), ~P2 =
(P2;1; P2;2; :::; P2;n), the BLX-® method randomly picks a solution in the range
[mini ¡ ®I;maxi + ®I].
mini = minfP1;i; P2;ig (4.12)
maxi = maxfP1;i; P2;ig (4.13)
I = maxi ¡mini (4.14)
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Table 4.4: Parameters Setting
rc-CGA+BLX MMG+BLX JGG+REXstar
Fun ¹ NP NP NC NP NC t
f1 0.9999 50 30 40 2D 2D 6
f2 0.99 80 30 40 2D 2D 6
f3 0.99 100 30 40 2D 2D 7
f5 0.99 100 30 40 2D 2D 6
f6 0.9999 100 50 40 2D 2D 6
f7 0.99 100 30 40 2D 2D 6
f8 0.99 100 50 40 20D 3D 2.5
f9 0.9999 100 30 40 2D 2D 7
f10 0.99 80 30 40 2D 2D 6
f11 0.9999 100 30 40 2D 3D 7
f12 0.9999 100 30 40 2D 2D 8
f13 0.9999 100 50 40 2D 2D 7
f14 0.9999 100 30 40 2D 2D 3
f15 0.99 100 50 40 3D 3D 8
f17 0.99 60 30 40 2D 2D 6
f18 0.99 80 30 40 3D 3D 7
f19 0.999 100 30 40 4D 2D 6
f20 0.9999 100 50 40 5D 3D 5
f21 0.9999 600 300 200 20D 3D 2.5
Thus, if ´ is a random number between 0 and 1, an o®spring ~C = (C1; C2; :::; Cn)
is created as follows:
Ci = (1¡ °)P1;i + °P2;i (4.15)
where ° = (1 + 2®)´ ¡ ®. BLX-® has an interesting property: the location of
the child solution depends on the di®erence in parent solutions. If the di®erence
in the parent solution is small, the di®erence between the child and parent so-
lutions is also small and vice versa. This is an essential property for any search
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Table 4.5: Number of the Function Evaluations to Achieve the Fixed Accuracy
10¡7 Using rc-CGA+BLX+NUM and Other RCGAs(f1 ¡ f10)
rc-CGA+BLX rc-CGA+UNDX MMG+BLX JGG+REXstar
LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs
Fun MeanFEs MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP
MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs
8.40e+3 3.60e+4 5.45e+4 1.51e+4
f1 1.36e+4 4.14e+4 3.0 5.65e+4 4.2 1.61e+4 1.2
2.50e+4 4.67e+4 5.85e+4 1.78e+4
1.60e+4 8.58e+5 7.42e+4 2.27e+4
f2 1.68e+4 8.95e+5 53.0 7.71e+4 2.2 2.50e+4 1.5
1.78e+4 9.06e+5 8.03e+4 2.68e+4
1.95e+4 1.20e+6 7.51e+4 2.0e+4
f3 2.02e+4 1.39e+6 69.0 7.75e+4 3.8 2.70e+4 1.3
2.11e+4 1.48e+6 7.98e+4 2.83e+4
2.43e+4 1.20e+6 9.38e+4 3.45e+4
f5 2.47e+4 1.39e+6 18.0 9.65e+4 3.9 3.56e+4 1.4
2.57e+4 1.48e+6 9.92e+4 3.92e+4
8.19e+4 4.73e+5 3.94e+5 6.92e+4
f6 1.01e+5 5.49e+5 5.4 1.79e+6 4.2 8.47e+4 0.8
1.30e+5 6.12e+5 1.89e+6 1.04e+5
1.65e+4 2.28e+5 5.91e+4 1.70e+4
f7 1.98e+4 4.90e+5 25.0 6.19e+4 3.1 1.78e+4 0.9
2.76e+4 6.66e+5 6.45e+4 1.92e+4
2.94e+5 1.04e+5 2.05e+5 2.27e+5
f8 3.43e+5 1.19e+5 0.4 2.15e+5 0.6 2.34e+5 0.7
3.79e+5 1.35e+5 2.33e+5 2.39e+5
1.11e+4 2.55e+4 4.38e+4 1.39e+4
f9 1.17e+4 2.99e+4 2.6 4.52e+4 3.9 1.44e+4 1.2
1.25e+4 3.63e+4 4.76e+4 1.58e+4
9.11e+4 7.72e+4 6.92e+4 1.84e+4
f10 9.30e+4 1.18e+5 1.3 7.19e+4 0.8 2.05e+4 0.2
9.42e+4 1.77e+5 7.43e+4 2.13e+4
2.80e+4 1.80e+5 1.04e+5 3.13e+4
f11 2.88e+4 1.94e+5 6.7 1.06e+5 3.7 3.25e+4 1.1
3.03e+4 2.15e+5 1.09e+5 9.44e+5
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Table 4.6: Number of the Function Evaluations to Achieve the Fixed Accuracy
10¡7 Using rc-CGA+BLX+NUM and other RCGAs(f11 ¡ f19)
rc-CGA+BLX rc-CGA+UNDX MMG+BLX JGG+REXstar
LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs LeastFEs
Fun MeanFEs MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP MeanFEs RP
MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs MostFEs
1.36e+4 4.73e+4 5.34e+4 2.21e+4
f12 1.42e+4 5.26e+4 3.7 5.50e+4 3.9 2.50e+4 1.8
1.51e+4 5.71e+4 5.54e+4 2.74e+4
1.91e+4 1.44e+5 1.18e+5 2.26e+4
f13 1.99e+4 2.42e+5 12 1.24e+5 6.2 2.41e+4 1.2
2.08e+4 5.06e+5 1.37e+5 2.55e+4
1.40e+3 3.07e+3 4.48e+3 5.37e+3
f14 1.76e+3 7.27e+3 4.1 9.04e+3 5.1 1.21e+4 6.9
2.30e+4 1.08e+4 1.55e+4 3.87e+4
7.56e+4 5.04e+4 8.96e+4 2.61e+4
f15 7.67e+4 5.45e+4 0.7 9.84e+4 1.3 2.70e+4 0.4
7.76e+4 7.95e+4 1.12e+5 3.01e+4
3.91e+4 4.24e+4 4.66e+4 1.39e+4
f17 4.23e+4 4.78e+4 1.1 4.85e+4 1.2 1.45e+4 0.3
5.60e+4 7.66e+4 5.10e+4 2.41e+4
5.94e+4 5.60e+4 4.94e+4 2.23e+4
f18 6.17e+4 6.88e+4 1.1 5.16e+4 0.8 2.34e+4 0.4
6.30e+4 7.24e+4 5.39e+4 2.06e+5
1.66e+4 8.20e+4 6.38e+4 3.90e+4
f19 1.74e+4 1.05e+5 6.0 6.64e+4 3.8 1203.97e+4 2.3
2.04e+4 1.35e+5 6.92e+4 4.10e+4
5.61e+4 3.77e+5 1.79e+5
f20 5.81e+4 { { 3.83e+5 6.6 1.86e+5 3.2
5.95e+4 3.91e+5 1.95e+5
1.99e+5 1.05e+5 6.79e+6 2.69e+5
f21 2.27e+5 1.37e+5 0.6 7.60e+6 33.5 2.80e+5 1.2
2.54e+5 3.81e+5 8.48e+6 3.00e+5
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Table 4.7: Error Value Achieved Using rc-CGA+BLX+NUM When FEs=1e+4
and 1e+5 ( f1-f7).
Function f1 f2 f3 f5 f6 f7 f8
#1 2.26e-09 9.90e-04 1.59e-03 1.27e-02 2.50e+00 3.08e-04 1.49e+01
FEs #13 2.08e-07 5.09e-03 4.34e-03 1.70e-02 3.66e+00 7.90e-04 2.19e+01
1e+4 #25 5.69e-05 1.13e-02 3.11e-02 2.36e-02 5.99e+00 2.75e-03 3.27e+01
Mean 5.06e-06 5.60e-03 5.83e-03 1.72e-02 3.78e+00 9.16e-04 2.17e+01
Std. 1,2e-05 2.37e-03 5.71e-03 2.92e-03 9.75e-01 4.70e-04 3.96e+01
#1 3.16e-59 1.45e-70 2.61e-71 2.60e-36 2.80e-09 1.35e-29 2.24e-03
FEs #13 6.35e-44 2.65e-69 2.93e-69 1.05e-35 2.42e-8 2.90e-23 1.52e-02
1e+5 #25 2.19e-34 1.07e-64 4.02e-24 5.23e-35 1.70e-02 4.92e-18 2.18e-01
Mean 8.82e-36 4.39e-66 1.61e-25 1.33e-35 6.79e-04 2.51e-19 2.81e-02
Std. 4.30e-35 2.09e-65 7.87e-25 1.02e-35 3.32e-03 9.08e-19 4.40e-02
Table 4.8: Error Value Achieved Using rc-CGA+BLX+NUM When FEs=1e+4
and 1e+5 (f7-f12).
Function f9 f10 f11 f12 f13 f14
#1 2.67e-07 5.86e+01 9.10e-05 8.27e-06 2.01e-02 0.00e+00
FEs #13 9.21e-07 9.23e+01 3.24e-03 2.03e-05 5.40e-02 1.57e-32
1e+4 #25 2.51e-06 1.37e+02 5.13e-02 4.65e-05 1.36e-01 6.28e-32
Mean 1.02e-06 9.44e+01 7.19e-03 2.21e-05 5.91e-02 2.95e-32
Std. 5.05e-07 1.76e+01 1.17e-02 1.05e-05 2.99e-02 2.56e-32
#1 0.00e+00 8.77e-09 1.31e-15 5.19e-62 0.00e+00 0.00e+00
FEs #13 0.00e+00 1.49e-08 2.21e-15 2.34e-61 0.00e+00 1.57e-32
1e+5 #25 0.00e+00 1..77e-08 4.61e-14 9.77e-60 6.03e-02 6.32e-32
Mean 0.00e+00 1.44e-08 9.05e-15 7.24e-61 4.50e-03 2.91e-32
Std. 0.00e+00 1.88e-09 1.79e-15 1.87e-60 1.53e-02 2.36e-32
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Table 4.9: Error Value Achieved Using rc-CGA+BLX+NUM When FEs=1e+4
and 1e+5 (f14-f19).
Function f15 f17 f18 f19 f20 f21
#1 5.40e-02 9.97e-04 2.52e-02 8.32e-04 5.55e+00 1.78e+02
FEs #13 7.12e-02 1.08e-03 4.36e-02 1.92e-03 7.34e+00 2.08e+02
1e+4 #25 1.09e-01 1.48e-03 5.89e-02 1.34e+00 8.70e+00 2.22e+02
Mean 7.54e-02 1.07e-03 4.34e-02 5.55e-02 7.37e+00 2.03e+02
Std. 1.42e-02 2.01e-04 5.60e-03 2.62e-01 8.91e-01 1.20e+01
#1 1.96e-18 1.05e-16 3.45e-12 0.00e+00 3.81e-16 3.20e+01
FEs #13 5.95e-18 1.55e-16 4.93e-12 0.00e+00 7.63e-16 8.31e+01
1e+5 #25 4.91e-06 1.36e-12 6.85e-12 0.00e+00 1.29e-12 1.31e+02
Mean 2.34e-07 5.49e-14 5.03e-12 0.00e+00 5.34e-14 7.86e+01
Std. 9.71e-07 2.65e-13 8.18e-13 0.00e+00 2.52e-13 2.43e+01
algorithms to exhibit self-adaptation. However, the self-adaptation also causes
the population to either converge or diverge for better regions in the search space
[25]. Here an improved blend crossover is presented as follows. For a pair of
parent ~P1 amd ~P2, two o®spring ~C1 and ~C2 are created according to the following
equations:
C1;i = (1¡ °)P1;i + °P2;i (4.16)
C2;i = °P1;i + (1¡ °)P2;i (4.17)
Note that in this paper, ® is set to 0.5.
4.4.2 Experimental Evaluation
For the proposed rc-CGA+BLX+NUM, the initial values of setting di®erence-
degree Ds and tournament size are the same as those of the rc-CGA+UNDX
+NUM descripted in section 4.3. The cooling ratio ¹ and population size
NP are shown in Table 4.4. The proposed rc-CGA+BLX+NUM is com-
pared with two existing RCGAs (MMG+BLX-®, JGG+REXstar[12]) and the
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Figure 4.1: Convergence Graphics by rc-CGA+BLX+NUM
rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM. Other parameters settings and simulation results are
recorded in Table 4.4 for every problem using di®erent algorithm.
At the ¯rst, the number of function evaluations (FEs) to achieve the ¯xed
accuracy is considered using four di®erent RCGAs, respectively. A run is ter-
minated if the error value is 10¡7 or less. All 25 runs for every test problem
achieve within the error value 10¡7 using rc-CGA+BLX+NUM, MMG+BLX
and JGG+REXstar, respectively. The least (LeastFEs), mean (MeanFEs) and
Most (MostFEs) FEs to achieve the ¯xed accuracy 10¡7 in 25 runs for every
problem are recorded in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6, respectively. Table 4.5 and
Table 4.6 shows that the FEs of the rc-CGA+BLX+NUM to achieve the ¯xed
accuracy is far fewer than those of other three RCGAs for most test problems. In
addition, in the item of time complexity of creating one o®spring, the proposed
algorithms is O(D), and JGG+REXstar is O(D2).
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed rc-CGA+ BLX+NUM,
the error value achieved is investigated when FEs is ¯xed to 1e+4 and 1e+5 for
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each function, respectively. For each function, sort the error value in 25 runs
from the least (best) to the largest (worst) and present the follows: #1(Best),
#13(Median), #25(Worst), mean error values (Mean), and standard deviation
(Std) for the 25 runs. The results are listed in Table 4.7»4.9. Convergence
graphs can show the median performance of the total runs and the evolution
of the error log10 [f(x)¡ f(x¤)]. Figure 4.1 presents the convergence graphs of
8 functions (f1; f2; f3; f5; f8; f12; f20; f21) using the rc-CGA+BLX+NUM. Table
4.7»4.9 and Figure 4.1 present that the excellent performance of the proposed
rc-CGA+BLX+NUM for real parameter optimization.
From the above simulations, following conclusions can be drawn: the proposed
rc-CGA is an e±cient generation alternation model and the proposed two real-
coded genetic algorithms (rc-CGA+UNDX+NUM and rc-CGA+BLX+NUM)
have excellent performance for real parameter optimization. Especially, the rc-
CGA+BLX+NUM can e±ciently solve the problems with ill-scale(f2 and f3) or
multi-model (f11 » f21).
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the CGA model has been extended to real-coded genetic algo-
rithm. The experiments have been performed on a set of 19 benchmark prob-
lems available in global optimization literature. 5 existing real-coded genetic
algorithms (MMG+UNDX, MMG+SPX, SGA+LX+NUM, JGG+REXstar,
and MMG+BLX) were employed to compare the performance of the pro-
posed algorithms. Comparison results show rc-CGA+ UNDX+NUM and rc-
CGA+BLX+NUM have excellent performance for real parameter optimization.
Especially, the rc-CGA+BLX+NUM can e±ciently solve the problems with ill-
scale or multi-model.
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Chapter 5
Study on the Genetic Operators
for Real-Coded CGA
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 has presented the excellent performance of the CGA model for real
parameter optimization. In this chapter, a new crossover operator with Laplace
distribution following a few promising descent directions (FPDD-LX) for rc-CGA
model and rc-CGA model with neighbor search mechanism are presented. The
proposed real-coded genetic algorithm (rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX) is tested using
31 benchmark functions and compared with other real-coded genetic algorithms.
5.2 Crossover with Laplace Distribution Follow-
ing Promising Descent Direction(FPDD-
LX)
A proper trade-o® between exploration and exploitation is necessary for the ef-
¯cient and e®ective operation of a population-based stochastic search technique
like GA. An e±cient search technique always hopes that it is enabled to be guided
quickly to search the attracted space and then exploit the space. In this section,
an idea to create o®spring following some promising descent directions is pro-
posed. The promising descent direction is de¯ned as follows: given a parent
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Figure 5.1: The Concept graph of the k+1 Promising Descent Direction
~xi, an attracted position ~xp, ~xp ¡ ~xi represents a promising descent direction.
Evidently, the best solution in the current population is one of the attracted po-
sitions. However, if all o®springs are attracted by the same best position, the GA
converge towards the same point. As a result, the probability of converging local
optimal solution increases. Thus, some other good solutions must also be consid-
ered as attracted positions. Based on the above idea, a new crossover operator
is designed as follows: for a parent ~xi, its o®springs are created with equal prob-
ability following the promising descent direction (~xp;j ¡ ~xi), where j = 1; 2; :::; k
express k promising points, j = k+1 represents the current best point(solution).
The concept graph of the k+1 promising descent directions is illustrated by Fig-
ure 5.1. The k attracted points are found using a simple k-means algorithm. The
simple k-means algorithm is as follows:
Step1: Choose k initial cluster centers ~x1; ~x2; :::; ~xk randomly from the current
population f~x1; ~x2; :::; ~xNP g.
Step2: Assign ~xn, (n = 1; :::; NP ) to cluster Cj, j 2 (1; 2; :::; k), if and only if
j~xn ¡ ~xjj < j~xn ¡ ~xpj, p = 1; 2; :::; k and j 6= p, where j~xn ¡ ~xjj is the distance
between ~xn and ~x
j.
Step 3: Find the champions(~xp;1; ~xp;2; :::; ~xp;k) of the clusters Cj, j = 1; 2; :::; k,
and used as k attracted points, respectively.
Given two parent ~x1 and ~x2, the proposed crossover operator generate two
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o®springs(~y1 and ~y2) as follows:
~y1 = ~x1 + diag(!
t
1; !
t
2; :::; !
t
n)(~xp ¡ ~x1)¡ »j~x1 ¡ ~x2j (5.1)
~y2 = ~x2 + diag(!
t
1; !
t
2; :::; !
t
n)(~xp ¡ ~x2) + »j~x1 ¡ ~x2j (5.2)
!ti » u(0; t) (5.3)
» =
8<:¡b loge(r) if r · 0:5b loge(r) if r > 0:5 (5.4)
where ~xp represents an attracted point and is selected with equal probability
(1=(k+1)) from the k+1 promising exploring positions Xp = (~xp;1; ~xp;2; :::; ~xp;k+1)
; !ti 2 [0; t] and r 2 [0; 1] are random number uniformly distributed; t decides
the movement towards the promising direction ~xp ¡ ~xi; » is a random gener-
ated number using Laplace(0,b) distribution with following probability density
function:
f(x) =
1
2b
exp(¡jxj
b
) (5.5)
where b > 0, is a scale parameter. In Eq.(5.1) and (5.2), the ¯rst and second
items decide the exploring ¯eld, the third item strengthens the exploitation of
the ¯eld. From Eq.(5.1) and (5.2), it is clear that o®springs are created following
the promising descent direction ~xp;j ¡ ~xi. For smaller values of b, o®springs are
likely to be produced near the axis of ~xp;j¡~xi and for larger values of b o®springs
are expected to be produced far from the axis. The proposed crossover create
o®spring using Laplace distribution following promising descent direction, thus
it is called as FPDD-LX crossover.
5.3 Neighbor Search Mechanism for rc-CGA
(rc-CGA-NSM)
A neighbor search mechanism is introduced to strengthen the exploitation in the
local space for the rc-CGA model presented in the chapter 4. For every pair of
parent whose di®erence-degree di is smaller than the setting di®erence-degree Ds,
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a neighbor search operator is performed on the individual with better ¯tness to
generate an o®spring. The neighbor search operator is described as follows:
~y = ~x+ diag(!t1; !
t
2; :::; !
t
n)(~xp ¡ ~x) (5.6)
where ~y is an o®spring of ~x; !ti and ~xp are the same as those in the Eq.(5.1).
The rc-CGA-NSM is intertwined in the following manner:
Step 1. Set the population size NP , the cooling ratio ¹, and the initial value
of the setting di®erence-degree Ds; Randomly generate NP initial individuals as
population seeding.
Step 2. Calculate the ¯tness of the initial individuals.
Step 3. Find k + 1 attracted points by the procedure discribled in section
5.2. The current best solution is always updated at once if a better o®spring is
generated.
Step 4. Create the mating pool PM with NP individuals using tournament
selection from the current population.
Step 5. Produce NP o®spring according to the following sub-procedure:
1. Set NC = 0, NC is a counter of o®spring.
2. Randomly select (NP ¡ NC)=2 pairs of individuals as parents from the
mating pool PM .
3. Calculate di®erence-degree di of each parent pair using Eq.(4.1).
4. Generate o®spring by performing crossover on the parent pairs with
di > Ds. Among the selected (NP ¡Nc)=2 parent pairs, if there are k pairs with
di > Ds, then 2k o®spring are generated, NC = NC + 2k.
5. For every pair of parent with di < Ds, the neighbor search operator
Eq.(5.6) is performed on the individual with better ¯tness to generate an o®-
spring, NC = NC + (NP ¡Nc)=2¡ k.
6 Calculate the number of total o®springs, If NC = NP , all o®springs re-
place their parent as a new generation; terminate this sub-procedure.
7 If NC < NP , a mutation operator is applied to the parent pairs with
di < Ds. The mutation operator is de¯ned as follows:
for a point ~x = (x1; x2; :::; xn), the mutated point ~x
0
= (x
0
1; x
0
2; :::; x
0
n) is created
as:
x
0
i = xi + yu (5.7)
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Table 5.1: Simulation results on the uni-model function f1 using di®erent param-
eters.
¹=0.95 ¹=0.99 ¹=0.995 ¹=0.999 ¹=0.9999
NP k FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR
0 5.8e+4 1.0 1.2e+4 1.0 1.3e+4 1.0 1.7e+4 1.0 2.0e+4 1.0
30 1 2.2e+5 1.0 1.7e+4 1.0 1.5e+4 1.0 1.8e+4 1.0 2.2e+4 1.0
2 1.7e+5 1.0 1.7e+4 1.0 1.5e+4 1.0 1.6e+4 1.0 1.9e+4 1.0
0 2.3e+4 1.0 1.2e+4 1.0 1.3e+4 1.0 1.7e+4 1.0 1.8e+4 1.0
50 1 8.3e+4 1.0 1.6e+4 1.0 1.6e+4 1.0 1.9e+4 1.0 2.2e+4 1.0
2 1.8e+5 1.0 1.5e+4 1.0 1.4e+4 1.0 1.7e+4 1.0 1.8e+4 1.0
100 0 1.3e+4 1.0 1.1e+4 1.0 1.2e+4 1.0 1.4e+4 1.0 1.4e+4 1.0
300 0 1.2e+4 1.0 1.4e+4 1.0 1.4e+4 1.0 1.4e+4 1.0 1.5e+4 1.0
600 0 1.4e+4 1.0 1.5e+4 1.0 1.6e+4 1.0 1.6e+4 1.0 1.7e+4 1.0
y =
8<:xui ¡ xi if r · 0:5xli ¡ xi if r > 0:5 (5.8)
where u and r are both uniformly distributed random number in the interval
[0,1], xli and x
u
i are lower and upper bounds of xi, respectively.
8. Go to substep 2.
Step 6. Decrease the setting di®erence-degree Ds using Eq.(2.2).
Step 7. Terminate this procedure if termination criterion is reached, else go
to step 3.
5.4 Experimental Evaluation
5.4.1 Test Bed and Evaluation Criteria
By combining rc-CGA-NSM with FPDD-LX, a new real-coded genetic algorithm
called rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX is built. The benchmark functions used in this
chapter include 21 traditional benchmark functions (f1¡f21) shown at the Chap-
ter 4 and 10 benchmark problems (F1 ¡ F10 ) suggested in the CEC 2005 [1].
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Table 5.2: Simulation results on the multi-model function f11 using di®erent
parameters.
¹=0.99 ¹=0.995 ¹=0.999 ¹=0.9995 ¹=0.9999
NP k FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR
0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0
30 2 | 0.0 | 0.0 1.6e+5 1.0 1.5e+5 1.0 2.5e+5 0.92
3 3.0e+5 0.1 2.0e+5 0.92 8.5e+4 1.0 1.0e+5 1.0 1.5e+5 1.0
4 | 0.0 1.4e+5 1.0 8.4e+4 1.0 9.3e+4 1.0 1.3e+5 1.0
0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 0.0
50 2 | 0.0 3.0e+5 0.04 1.5e+5 1.0 1.8e+5 1.0 2.6e+5 0.68
3 2.9e+5 0.3 1.2e+5 1.0 1.0e+5 1.0 1.5e+5 1.0 1.6e+5 1.0
4 2.8e+5 0.6 9.7e+4 1.0 9.4e+4 1.0 1.3e+5 1.0 1.4e+5 1.0
100 3 1.5e+5 1.0 1.1e+5 1.0 1.2e+5 1.0 1.5e+5 1.0 2.0e+5 1.0
300 3 1.4e+5 1.0 1.2e+5 1.0 1.7e+5 1.0 1.9e+5 1.0 2.1e+5 1.0
600 3 1.5e+5 1.0 1.6e+5 1.0 1.8e+5 1.0 2.3e+5 1.0 2.3e+5 1.0
25 independent runs are carried out for each problem. The dimension (D)
of the variable in the entire problems is ¯xed to 30 and 50. Initial individual is
initialized uniformly at random within the search space, except for problem F7
for which initialization ranges are speci¯ed. Five experiments are performed to
evaluate the performance of the proposed rc-CGA+FPDD-LX at a PC station
(E7300, 2.66GHz, 1.99GB RAM). Among these experiments, D is ¯xed to 30
for the experiments 1»4 and 50 for the experiment 5, respectively. The content
of experiments include the investigation of the number of function evaluations
(FEs) to achieve the ¯xed accuracy 10¡7, error value when FEs achieves a ¯xed
number, and comparison with other real-coded GAs.
5.4.2 Parameters Tuning
Finding the most appropriate combination of parameters occurring in a GA is
termed as parameter tuning and is considered to be the most important and per-
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Table 5.3: Parameters Setting for the rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX
Function k ¹ NP t
f1; f14; f9; f10 0 0.99 30 1.5
f2; f3; F1 0 0.95 50 1.5
f5; f8; F10 2 0.999 30 1.5
f6 2 0.9999 20 1.5
f7; f17; f18 2 0.99 30 1.5
f11; f12; f19 3 0.999 30 1.5
f13 3 0.9999 30 1.5
f15 3 0.99 30 1.5
f16 5 0.999 30 1.5
f20; f21 5 0.9995 30 1.5
F2; F6; f4 0 0.99 50 2.5
F3 0 0.999 50 2.5
F4 3 0.99 80 2.5
F5 3 0.999 300 2.5
F7 3 0.999 30 2.5
F8; F9 4 0.999 50 1.5
haps most di±cult task. In case of real-coded GA, parameter tuning is generally
more di±cult as compared to binary coded GA due to the simple reason that the
numbers of tunable parameters occurring in a real-coded GA are usually more
than that occurring in binary GA [3]. This results in more possible combinations
of parameter settings in real-coded GAs than binary GAs. This di±culty also
increases in both the real and binary GA as we take larger and larger test suit
into consideration because of multimodality and nonlinearity of di®erent kind of
objective functions. It becomes very challenging to suggest common ¯xed values
of various parameters for the entire suit. To achieve this goal, extensive experi-
ments have been carried out for the proposed rc-CGA+FPDD-LX. There exist
six important parameters in the proposed approach: 1) t deciding the movement
towards the promising descent direction; 2) Laplace(0, b) distribution parameter
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Table 5.4: Number of FEs to Achieve the Fixed Accuracy Level, D=30
Fun #1(Best) #13(Median) #25(Worst) Mean SR Tm(ms)
f1 1.04e+4 1.25e+4 1.54e+4 1.26e+4 100% 80
f2 2.98e+4 3.77e+4 4.81e+4 3.75e+4 100% 280
f3 3.22e+4 4.14e+4 6.01e+4 4.18e+4 100% 200
f4 2.28e+5 3.30e+5 5.00e+5 3.40e+5 88% 1480
f5 4.26e+4 4.87e+4 6.29e+4 4.86e+4 100% 320
f6 2.35e+5 2.50e+5 2.74e+5 2.50e+5 100% 1840
f7 1.71e+4 1.99e+4 2.22e+4 1.99e+4 100% 160
f8 1.24e+5 1.45e+5 1.78e+5 1.47e+5 100% 1080
f9 9.00e+3 1.10e+4 1.24e+4 1.08e+4 100% 80
f10 2.42e+4 2.52e+4 2.60e+4 2.52e+4 100% 360
f11 5.57e+4 7.60e+4 9.95e+4 7.46e+4 100% 640
f12 1.65e+4 2.34e+4 3.30e+4 2.35e+4 100% 240
f13 3.42e+4 4.34e+4 5.00e+4 4.47e+4 60% 1840
f14 2.10e+2 1.08e+3 3.81e+3 1.09e+3 100% 36
f15 2.31e+4 2.54e+4 2.65e+4 5.57e+4 100% 240
f16 7.03e+5 7.34e+5 8.00e+5 7.43e+5 88% 7120
f17 1.73e+4 1.93e+4 2.16e+4 1.92e+4 100% 200
f18 5.60e+4 7.60e+4 9.50e+4 7.67e+4 100% 240
f19 2.79e+4 3.88e+4 6.08e+4 3.97e+4 100% 480
f20 4.25e+5 5.43e+5 8.00e+5 5.90e+5 100% 7880
f21 1.20e+5 2.11e+5 3.83e+5 2.40e+5 100% 2040
F1 1.61e+4 1.80e+4 2.42e+4 1.84e+4 100% 116
F2 7.97e+4 8.39e+4 1.05e+5 8.54e+4 100% 990
F4 1.12e+6 1.33e+6 1.83e+6 1.41e+6 100% 11320
F6 2.25e+5 3.40e+5 4.00e+5 3.38e+5 68% 5280
F9 3.65e+5 4.00e+5 4.00e+5 3.85e+5 32% 6350
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Table 5.5: The Error Value When FEs=1e+4 and 3e+5, D=30
Function f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
#1 2.04e-07 4.93e+00 6.99e-01 1.47e+01 3.10e-02 9.93e+00
FEs #13 2.87e-06 2.80e+01 4.72e+00 7.28e+01 2.38e-01 1.72e+01
1e+4 #25 1.98e-05 1.56e+02 1.79e+01 1.50e+02 1.80e+00 3.17e+01
Mean 3.76e-06 4.29e+01 6.55e+00 5.82e-04 4.09e-01 1.73e+01
Std. 3.91e-06 4.11e+01 4.70e+00 5.84e+00 4.49e-01 4.55e+00
#1 2.69e-48 2.29e-53 2.34e-44 5.85e-12 1.05e-26 1.16e-09
FEs #13 6.81e-45 5.17e-47 3.99e-41 1.00e-07 7.11e-25 1.09e-08
3e+5 #25 1.40e-42 3.59e-42 7.61e-38 3.99e+00 1.15e-21 4.86e-08
Mean 9.17e-44 2.10e-43 7.05e-39 1.12e+00 5.32e-23 1.51e-08
Std. 2.73e-43 7.27e-43 1.79e-38 1.79e+00 2.25e-22 1.23e-08
Table 5.6: The Error Value When FEs=1e+4 and 3e+5, D=30
Function f7 f8 f9 f10 f11 f12
#1 6.92e-05 6.30e+00 1.29e-08 6.72e-02 1.63e+00 3.38e-05
FEs #13 1.54e-03 1.27e+01 2.81e-07 1.62e-01 3.05e+00 1.52e-01
1e+4 #25 2.66e-02 2.52e+01 1.61e-06 4.57e-01 4.47e+00 7.98e-01
Mean 3.50e-03 1.32e+01 4.81e-07 1.84e-01 3.06e+00 1.47e-01
Std. 5.87e-03 3.87e+00 4.53e-07 9.95e-02 7.05e-01 1.75e-01
#1 2.79e-36 1.00e-13 1.11e-16 7.4e-146 3.77e-14 8.51e-45
FEs #13 8.61e-33 6.17e-13 2.22e-16 3.0e-143 3.06e-14 2.41e-43
3e+5 #25 4.82e-26 3.59e-11 3.33e-16 5.0e-140 2.35e-14 6.68e-41
Mean 2.39e-27 3.44e-12 2.44e-16 5.9e-141 2.92e-14 4.07e-42
Std. 9.58e-27 7.69e-12 7.02e-17 1.3e-140 3.62e-15 1.31e-41
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Table 5.7: The Error Value When FEs=1e+4 and 3e+5, D=30
Function f13 f14 f15 f16 f17 f18
#1 9.30e-02 6.05e-25 2.53e-04 3.84e+03 1.11e-05 3.89e-04
FEs #13 3.40e-01 2.06e-15 9.17e-04 5.24e+03 7.11e-05 1.45e-03
1e+4 #25 5.99e-01 3.66e-13 2.17e-02 6.19e+03 1.27e-03 1.31e-02
Mean 3.29e-01 1.02e-12 3.82e-03 5.25e+03 1.66e-04 4.04e-03
Std. 1.56e-01 1.02e-12 5.66e-03 6.24e+02 2.64e-04 4.52e-03
#1 0.00e-00 0.00e-00 1.34e-32 5.88e-05 1.57e-32 1.34e-32
FEs #13 0.00e-00 1.57e-32 1.34e-32 2.36e+02 1.57e-32 1.34e-32
3e+5 #25 7.34e-02 1.41e-31 1.34e-20 5.92e+02 1.57e-32 1.26e-20
Mean 1.30e-02 3.70e-32 5.39e-22 2.89e+02 1.57e-32 5.24e-22
Std. 1.94e-02 4.11e-32 2.64e-21 1.64e+02 8.21e-48 2.47e-21
Table 5.8: The Error Value When FEs=1e+4 and 3e+5, D=30
Function f19 f20 f21 F1 F2 F3
#1 2.00e-01 4.10e+01 2.84e+01 6.31e-04 2.59e+03 2.72e+07
FEs #13 5.32e+00 7.35e+01 4.59e+01 4.05e-03 4.95e+03 6.23e+07
1e+4 #25 1.37e+01 1.07e+02 7.74e+01 1.74e-02 9.35e+03 1.59e+08
Mean 5.61e+00 7.65e+01 4.78e+01 5.37e-03 5.24e+03 6.98e+07
Std. 2.74e+00 1.47e+01 1.26e+01 4.46e-03 1.68e+03 2.96e+07
#1 0.00e+00 9.29e-05 0.00e+00 5.68e-14 7.38e-13 3.51e+05
FEs #13 0.00e+00 1.65e-02 5.68e-14 1.13e-13 1.70e-12 8.53e+05
3e+5 #25 0.00e+00 9.04e-02 9.94e-01 1.70e-13 2.67e-12 3.23e+06
Mean 0.00e+00 2.70e-02 7.95e-02 1.11e-13 1.81e-12 1.04e+06
Std. 0.00e+00 2.50e-02 2.69e-01 2.53e-14 4.52e-13 6.96e+05
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Table 5.9: The Error Value When FEs=1e+4 and 3e+5, D=30
Function F4 F5 F5 F7 F8 F9
#1 7.96e+03 7.59e+03 1.93e+02 5.41e+03 2.10e+01 8.28e+01
FEs #13 2.65e+04 1.03e+04 1.74e+03 5.79e+03 2.11e+01 1.06e+02
1e+4 #25 4.35e+04 1.32e+04 1.33e+04 6.19e+03 2.12e+01 1.47e+02
Mean 2.75e+04 1.03e+04 4.14e+03 5.77e+03 2.11e+01 1.09e+02
Std. 7.47e+03 1.36e+03 4.40e+03 1.94e+02 5.26e-02 1.48e+01
#1 5.37e-01 5.54e+03 1.69e-10 5.19e+03 2.03e+01 4.23e-07
FEs #13 3.89e+01 7.03e+03 1.37e-06 5.62e+03 2.06e+01 1.98e+00
3e+5 #25 1.55e+02 1.09e+04 3.98e+00 6.19e+03 2.09e+01 3.97e+00
Mean 4.37e+01 7.34e+03 1.11e+00 5.65e+03 2.06e+01 1.59e+00
Std. 3.82e+01 1.34e+03 1.78e+00 2.14e+02 1.16e-01 1.15e+00
Table 5.10: Number of FEs to Achieve the Fixed Accuracy Level, D=50
#1 #13 #25
Fun
(Best) (Median) (Worst)
Mean SR
f1 2.18e+4 2.72e+4 2.04e+4 2.70e+4 100%
f2 7.28e+4 9.20e+4 1.14e+5 9.17e+4 100%
f3 8.76e+4 1.08e+5 1.27e+5 1.08e+5 100%
f4 5.30e+5 9.64e+5 1.20e+6 9.78e+5 76%
f11 1.33e+5 1.60e+5 2.21e+5 1.66e+5 100%
f17 2.33e+4 5.46e+4 4.24e+5 1.08e+5 100%
f18 2.77e+4 3.11e+4 1.38e+6 1.99e+5 100%
f19 7.74e+4 1.11e+5 2.48e+5 1.26e+5 100%
f20 1.06e+6 2.17e+6 2.50e+6 2.14e+6 60%
f21 4.06e+5 6.10e+5 1.74e+6 8.26e+5 100%
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Table 5.11: Comparing With Other Real-coded GAs, D=30
This Work LX+SGA SPX+MMG UNDX+MMG DE
Fun
FEs SR. FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR FEs SR
f1 1.26e+4 1.0 5.70e+5 1.0 6.81e+5 1.0 8.03e+4 1.0 4.39e+4 1.0
f2 3.75e+4 1.0 3.00e+6 0.0 1.94e+6 1.0 { 0.0 { 0.0
f3 4.18e+4 1.0 4.87e+6 0.4 1.95e+6 1.0 { 0.0 { 0.0
f4 3.40e+5 0.84 { 0.0 { 0.0 { 0.0 { 0.0
f5 4.86e+4 1.0 3.40e+5 1.0 1.95e+6 1.0 { 0.0 7.39e+4 1.0
f6 2.50e+5 1.0 { 0.0 1.79e+6 1.0 1.32e+6 1.0 3.75e+5 1.0
f7 1.99e+4 1.0 2.53e+5 1.0 9.08e+5 1.0 3.09e+5 1.0 1.13e+5 0.96
f8 1.47e+5 1.0 { 0.0 9.11e+5 1.0 2.56e+5 1.0 { 0.0
f9 1.08e+4 1.0 1.70e+5 1.0 6.32e+5 1.0 6.11e+4 1.0 3.54e+4 1.0
f10 2.52e+4 1.0 2.71e+5 1.0 { 0.0 1.12e+5 1.0 { 0.0
f11 7.46e+4 1.0 8.14e+5 1.0 1.54e+6 1.0 3.63e+5 1.0 8.40e+4 1.0
f12 2.35e+4 1.0 2.16e+5 1.0 7.83e+5 1.0 1.58e+5 1.0 4.18e+4 1.0
f13 4.34e+4 0.6 3.94e+5 1.0 1.07e+6 1.0 1.04e+6 1.0 5.32e+4 1.0
f14 1.08e+3 1.0 8.63e+3 1.0 4.35e+5 1.0 4.45e+5 1.0 3.24e+4 1.0
f15 2.54e+4 1.0 1.80e+5 1.0 7.42e+5 1.0 3.58e+5 1.0 4.48e+4 1.0
f16 7.43e+5 0.88 { 0.0 { 0.0 { 0.0 5.0e+5 0.88
f17 1.92e+4 1.0 5.96e+5 1.0 6.89e+5 1.0 9.84e+4 1.0 4.40e+4 1.0
f18 7.67e+4 1.0 1.93e+5 1.0 7.41e+ 1.0 1.95e+5 1.0 4.50e+4 1.0
f19 3.97e+4 1.0 2.73e+5 1.0 9.74e+5 1.0 2.41e+6 1.0 4.93e+4 1.0
f20 5.90e+5 1.0 1.08e+7 1.0 5.28e+6 1.0 { 0.0 1.93e+5 1.0
f21 2.40e+5 1.0 3.80e+5 1.0 3.56e+6 1.0 4.23e+6 0.84 8.43e+4 1.0
b; 3) the number of promising exploring positions k; 4) cooling ratio ¹; 5)popula-
tion size NP . 6)tournament size. Here we focus on analyzing the in°uence of the
parameters, ¹, NP and k. The other parameters settings are given as follows: b,
the initial value of setting di®erence-degree Ds, and tournament size are ¯xed to
0.1, 0.5, 3 for all problems, respectively.
One uni-model function (f1) and One multi-model function (f11) are selected
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to analyze the in°uence of the parameters ¹, NP and k. The mean number
of function evaluations (FEs) to achieve the ¯xed accuracy 10¡7 in 25 runs is
investigated using di®erent groups of parameters setting. The maximum number
of function evaluations (MaxFEs) is set to 3e+5. Success rate (SR) for each
problem is de¯ned as follow:
SR =
Nsr
NT
(5.9)
where Nsr expresses the number of successful runs, and NT is the total number
of runs. Simulation results are recorded in Table 5.1 and 5.2 for function f1 and
f11, respectively. Table 5.1 shows that the settings of ¹, NP and k are robust
for the function f1 and excellent results are all enable to be obtained using every
group of parameter setting. Table 5.2 shows that is sensitive to the varying of k
for the multi-model function. Only when k is set to 2 or larger, excellent results
can be obtained. However, the settings of population size NP and cooling ratio ¹
are still robust for the multi-model function f11. The ranges of reasonable values
of NP and ¹ are very wide. Even if NP is set to 600 and ¹ is set to 0.9999, the
number of the function evaluations is not to increase noticeably.
Based on an empirical study of various possible parameter combinations, the
setting of parameters are recommend as follows: (1)the setting of k is set to 0
for the uni-model function, and 2 or larger for the multi-model function; (2)the
setting of ¹ is set to 0:99§ 0:005 for the uni-model function, and 0.999 or larger
for the multi-model function. The detail settings of parameters in the proposed
algorithm are as Table 5.3 in this work.
5.4.3 Simulations
In this subsection, a serial of experiments are performed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach. At the ¯rst, the number of function evaluations
(FEs) to achieve a ¯xed accuracy is investigated. A run is terminated before
reaching the max number of function evaluations if the error value f(x)¡ f(x¤)
is 10¡7 or less, where x¤ is the global optimal solution. In addition, the error
value is also investigated when FEs is equal to 1e+4 and 3e+5 for each run, re-
spectively. For each function, sort the error value in 25 runs from the smallest
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(best) to the largest (worst) and present the follows: #1(best), #13(median),
#25(worst), mean error values (Mean), and standard deviation (Std) for the 25
runs. The mean consuming time (Tm in millisecond) in a run is also recorded.
The results are listed in Table 5.4 » 5.9. Table 5.4»5.9 show that there are 26
functions to achieve the ¯xed error accuracy 10¡7 and the proposed rc-CGA+
FPDD-LX is enable to solve the function optimization with ill-scale, strong de-
pendence among variables or multi-model. Table 5.10 shows that the proposed
algorithm has also excellent performance when D = 50.
5.4.4 Comparison of Di®erent Algorithms
To further evaluate the proposed approach, four existing evolutionary algorithms
(MGG + UNDX [3], SGA+LX-MPTM [5], MMG+SPX [6] and DE [7]) are em-
ployed to compare. SGA+LX-MPTM is a simple genetic algorithm model with
tournament selection and a crossover operator with Laplace distribution are ap-
plied. MMG is a commonly-used steady-state model originally for real-coded
GAs. UNDX and SPX are two well-known crossover operators for real-coded
GAs. DE is the sate-of-the-art algorithm that is useful for real world application.
We select the classical DE approach called DE/rand/1 [7] to compare with the
proposed approach. The parameter setting for SGA+LX-MPTM is kept same as
[3]. The parameter settings based on [8] for MGG+UNDX and MMG+SPX are
as Table 9. The parameter setting for DE is kept same as [9].
The convergence processes of four test functions (f1, f3, f11 and f12) using
di®erent approaches are ¯rstly investigated and compared. Figure 5.2»5.6 show
the convergence processes of median solution of four test functions, respectively.
As shown in Figure 5.2»5.6, the proposed approach converges more quickly than
other four approaches. The mean FEs to achieve the ¯xed error accuracy 10¡7
in 25 runs is compared. Simulation results are listed in Table 5.11. Table 5.11
shows that number of FEs of the proposed rc-CGA+ FPDD-LX is far fewer than
those of other 4 real-coded GAs for almost all test function.
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Figure 5.2: Sphere Function (f1
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Figure 5.3: k-tablet Function (f3)
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a new crossover operator with Laplace distribution following a
few promising descent directions (FPDD-LX) and a neighbor search mechanism
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Figure 5.4: Ackley's Problem (f11)
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Figure 5.5: Cosine mixture Problem (f12)
(rc-CGA-NSM) have been designed for rc-CGA model. A real-coded genetic
algorithm (rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX) was built and tested using 31 benchmark
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functions and compared with other real-coded genetic algorithms. Comparison
results show that the rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX has excellent performance for real
parameters optimization and outperforms its competitors, especially for solving
the function problem with strong dependence among variables and mutli-model
problem.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Genetic algorithms have been proven to be an e±cient and powerful problem-
solving strategy. In order to solve the problem of slow convergence, of getting
stuck in a local minimum, and of low accuracy of the optimum-position deter-
mination,various ways exist which help in improving the GA action : (1) using
parallel processors; (2) hybridizing; (3) adding new operators;(4) modi¯cation of
the GA through equipping it in some knowledge speci¯c for the given mathemat-
ical/physical/engineering or other task.
The genetic algorithm with conditional genetic operators (CGA) is a vari-
ant of GA motivated by the idea of selective breeding in evolutionary biology.
In the CGA model, di®ering from the conventional genetic algorithm with ¯xed
probabilities of crossover and mutation, crossover and mutation behaviors are
performed by di®erence-degree between chromosomes, and thus the probabilities
of crossover and mutation are adjustable in optimization process. Only these
parents whose di®erence-degree are larger than a given threshold produce o®-
spring; other parents are performed mutation to keep the diversity within the
mating pool; mutation behaviors do not produce o®spring to next generation.
The CGA model has following features: (1) The crossover behaviors based on
the di®erence-degree between individuals ensure great search power across the
global search space. (2) The crossover and mutation mechanisms have an im-
plicit self-adaptive feature: If population is so diverse that most of parent pairs
have rather large di®erence, there are only little individuals to be performed mu-
tation; Conversely, once population becomes so non-diverse that there are many
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same or similar individuals in population, most of parent pairs have rather small
di®erence such that they would endure frequently mutation behavior. As a result,
population can restore quickly its diversity to some extent. (3) A proper trade-o®
is maintained between exploration and the exploitation of the genetic algorithm.
In Chapter 2, a selection scheme for the CGA model was proposed that based
on the postulate: a selection scheme with relative high pressure for the CGA
model does not reslut in prematurely converging, but strengthen the exploit abil-
ity in local search space. The proposed selection scheme was veri¯ed by simulating
the bipartite subgraph problem. The simulation results showed that the CGA
model with the proposed selection scheme has a good performance for solving
the bipartite subgraph problems. Comparing with other existing algorithms, the
proposed approach could provide better solution for the bipartite subgraph prob-
lem. In the chapter 3, the CGA model with the proposed selection scheme was
used to solve the minimum graph bisection problem and the m-way graph parti-
tioning problem. Simulation results showed the proposed CGA is superior to its
competitors for solving the tested graph partitioning problem.
From Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the following conclusions are drew: (1) A se-
lection scheme with relative high pressure for the CGA model does not reslut in
prematurely converging, but strengthen the exploit ability in local search space.
(2)The CGA model is an e±cient model for the combinatorial optimization prob-
lem. (3)The settings of parameters in the CGA model are robust and have little
in°uence on its performance for combinatorial optimization problem.
In Chapter 4, the CGA model was extended to real parameter optimization.
A new computation method of the di®erence-degree between real-coded chromo-
somes was proposed and two real-coded GAs (rc-CGA+ UNDX+NUM and rc-
CGA+BLX+NUM) were de¯ned. The experiments have been performed on a set
of 19 benchmark problems available in global optimization literature. 5 existing
real-coded genetic algorithms (MMG+UNDX, MMG+SPX, SGA+LX+NUM,
JGG+REXstar, MMG+BLX) were employed to compare. Comparison results
showed rc-CGA+ UNDX+NUM and rc-CGA+BLX+NUM have excellent per-
formance for real parameter optimization. Especially, the rc-CGA+BLX+NUM
can e±ciently solve the problems with ill-scale or multi-model.
In Chapter 5, a new crossover operator with Laplace distribution following
a few promising descent directions (FPDD-LX) and a neighbor search mech-
anism were proposed for rc-CGA model. A real-coded genetic algorithm (rc-
CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX) was built and tested using 31 benchmark functions and
compared with other real-coded genetic algorithms. Comparison results showed
the proposed rc-CGA-NSM+FPDD-LX has excellent performance for real pa-
rameters optimization and outperforms its competitors, especially for solving
the function problem with strong dependence among variables and mutli-model
problem. Thus, it could be concluded that the CGA model is also an e±cient
generation alternation model for real parameter optimization.
Up to now, the di®erence-degree between two chromosomes only considers the
shape of chromosome and does not consider ¯tness landscape, which limit the
application of the CGA to the ordered-coded problem such as TSP problem. To
improve the computation method of the di®erence-degree in solving the ordered-
coded problem would be one of important issue. Besides, the setting di®erence-
degree decrease exponentially in this thesis, to improve computation method of
the setting di®erence-degree is also important research point. Furthermore, the
further study on the neighbor search mechanism for the CGA model introduced
in the chapter 5 would also be a promising research direction.
